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The Movement for West Coast Fish.Week 
Meeting with Approval and Support 
All the agencies which progress evolves 
in any field of endeavor come from many 
minds contemplating their own ends. 
When thought can be focused and ef-
forts centered and co-ordinated there is 
forward movement. The spark is pro-
duced, ignition follmYS, po·wer is brought 
into action, and the car ·of progress moves 
in the service of humanity for the com-
mon good. 
The California Fisheries' suggestion 
that the establishment of a permanent 
institution in the nature of an educa-
tional program and dt!monstration to be 
observed annually might serve as an ef-
fective agency to increase the demand for 
fish and fish products on the part of the 
consumer to the benefit of all concerned 
is being received with general approval 
and generous offers of support. \Vhile 
the immediate thought and underlying 
purpose is to bring a more prosperous 
condition to the fishing industry on the 
American \Vest Coast, the object is not 
whollv selfish. Science testifies that the 
humafl family will improve in health, 
strength and general well-being by a ra-
tion composed more largely of fish. Be-
sides this, the economic aspect registers 
on the side of the ·common good since it 
is believed that food values can be deliv-
ered to the consumer in fish and fish prod-
ucts at a lower cost -than anv other form. 
Therefore, there is sound Common wel-
fare at the bottom of the fish week idea 
as well as commercial and economic good 
sense. 
STATE FISH EXCHANGE WILL 
CO-OPERATE 
The State Fish Exchange is heartily 
in accord with the California Fisheries' 
proposal to hold a \Vest Coast Fish Vlcek. 
''Raisin week, and other national and 
state-wide movements of this character 
have proved efficacious in the past, and 
have don·e much to make the public con-
scious of the industry concerned," says 
\\'alter R. Smith, in a letter to the Cali-
fornia Fisheries, which continues: 
"It is to be hoped that \Vest Coast Fish 
\Veek will point ottt to the public at large 
the value of fish as a food. Everyone 
should eat a certain amount of sea food. 
Important vitamins and valuable salts 
are contained in fish. Vitamin D, ·which 
prevents rickets, is abundant in sea food. 
Vitamin A, which is necessary to our well-
being and happiness, is also· found in sea 
food. Fish-eating races are amongst the 
healthiest we have. That the people of 
the United States are not taking advan 
tage of the healthful part of this sea food 
is shown by the low per capita consump-
tion of fish. It is estimated that fish con-
stitutes only 3% of the food -..ve cat in this 
country. This neglect of fish as a food 
is due to lack of knowledge of the health-
ful qualities of fish and also lack of know-
ledge of the different species of fish that, 
though excellent food f1sh, are being little 
utilized. 1fackcrel and herring arc fish 
in the class just mentioned. 
"The law under which this Department 
operates provides that the Department 
promote the sale of fish. This we have 
tried to do-through radio broadcasts, 
news articles and the publishing of a cook 
hook. Vl/e feel that \Vest Coast Fish 
\Veek will do much to promote the fish-
ing industry and will co-operate to the 
fullest extent with the committee ap-
pointed to handle the work. 
Joy For the Cook 
"\Ve ha\'e 25,000 cookbooks available 
for distribution and in co-operation with 
the committee will sec that everv dealer 
who is interested gets a supply- to dis-
tribute to the public that -..vcek." 
It's A Good Stunt'' 
Letters have been received from prac-
tically all points on the coast between the 
Canadian and Mexican lines tdlere the in-
dustry is acti\'·c, and there is an astonish-
ing- unanimity of sentiment. Hardly a 
discordant note is sounded. "It's a good 
stunt! Let's go!" is the "boiled-down" 
sum and substance of all communications, 
indicating that trade stimulus and pro-
motion is not something new being sprung 
upon them but something, the need of 
which has occupied their minds to the 
extent that thev are convinced, and so 
present a favonlble attitude. 
Keep Up With the Band Wagon. Show 
A Little Pep and Progressiveness 
Many interesting views are shown in 
the communications received. Some ex-
press themselves very frankly and here 
is one who hits right out from the shoul-
der. I-Ie says: "If the people in the fish 
business-and I mean the whole kit from 
anglers up-would pay a little more at-
tention to progressiye ideas and try and 
work in somewhere ncar the head of the 
procession instead of sitting around and 
grouching- until after the band wagon has 
gone, and the music is all over, and theu 
ambling in among· the strag-glers, it is my 
honest opinion we would all see better 
days." 
"A Regular Little Putterover" 
L. 1-L Bowlus, of the San Luis Fish Co., 
in an encouraging letter says·: "I think 
the idea is fine but what are we to do for 
fish? \Vc arc with you, however, and 
icc! sure that with your enthusiasm com-
bined with your means for publicity you 
can put over anything you may under-
take." 
In Line with a Smile 
Crad Meredith of the Newport Fish 
Company comes smiling into line: "Sure, 
we arc for Fish \Veekl \Vhy not? Nearly 
everything has its day or week now, so 
it is ahout time for the fish business to 
g-et into line and come before the public 
with the information that fish is just as 
g·ood on 1\{onday as on Friday-in fact, 
it is good any day in the -..veek, and up-
to-date markets should keep it on sale 
every day just as they do meat. You can 
tlcpencl on us for our share -..vhatever it 
may be." 
From A Washington Booster 
"I belieYe \Vest Coast Fish \Veck will 
benefit all, besides stirring up interest and 
attracting attention of the public." \Vrites 
a \Vashington booster. "I can't see that 
it makes any difference whether we buy 
or sell fish, On a lar.gc or small scale, the 
iact that we deal in fish demands that we 
support every reasonable effort to en-
courage greater consumption by the pub-
lic, more practical efforts to enlarge the 
fields of distribution to improve methods. 
You can't take a gun and force the people 
to cat fish. They might open their mouths 
and s-..\·allow at such a demonstration but 
it wouldn't be fish. Nor can you poke it 
down their throats with any of the in-
struments of torture they \vangle round 
a golf course with. All we can do is to 
do the best we can when -.,ye have a 
chance to do something-when someone, 
somehow or other pulls an idea that car-
ries indications of being- safely sane and 
reasonably lucid. Hallelujah, let's go!" 
Demonstrated Qualifications 
1hnagcr Klein of the Newhalem Bay, 
Fish Company (Oregon) says: "You 
have certainly shown already that you 
arc well qualified for the work you have 
undertaken and we verily believe that the 
fishing industry on the Pacific Coast -...vill 
profit by your efforts. Best wishes for 
success.'' 
And It's A Good Cause 
John Hannula, Jr., of the Aberdeen· Fish 
Co., writes. "I ant very much in favor of 
Fish \N cek and believe that Mav will be 
a good month for it. Put us -down as 
doing our share for the good of the cause. 
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Co .. operation Will Make West Coast Fish 
Week an Unqualified Success 
'V/est Coast Fish VVeek should be a 
big success and it will be a big success 
if all who arc interested will take hold 
and do their part and actively push the 
good work along in every coast com-
munity. 
Tell the world, and sho·w the ·world that 
men in the fisheries industry have the zip, 
gimp and go known as the western spirit 
just the same as men in other lines of 
business-and mayhap they may set a 
pace that •viii put them in the fore of the 
procession of progress. 
Let's go strong! 
Everybody in the Industry Interested 
Bear in mind that this movement is for 
the direct, immediate and continuous 
·benefit of all engaged in the fish busi-
ness in the three west coast states, re-
gardless of whether you are cannery op-
erator, fishermen's association, whole-
sale dealer or reta:Jer. If you are en-
gaged in any of these, in any capacity, 
the enterprise concerns you and should 
cause pride to rise to the occasion. In-
creasing the importance of the fishing 
indu5try ·will also elevate its general stand-
ing and command greater respect and in-
. fluence in the business world. 
Cost a Mere Bagatelle 
The monetary cost is insignificant com-
pared to the benefits to be gained. Incli-
vidual interest and actiye effort is the 
main thing and this should be given 
freely. The dollars will return accom-
panied by more dollars, and well-di--
rected efforts will bear abundant fruits. 
If we had an association to push the good 
·work along it would be an easy matter, 
but the very fact th3.t such an organiza-
tion is lacking should make each and 
everyone work all the harder. Increase 
in sales alone for the week should be 
fourfold those ot any previous week in 
your business history, and bring back 
your investment with dividends, leaving 
increased future business clear gain. 
Is that not a big incentive? 
The California Fisheries is doing, and 
will continue to do, eyerything in its 
power to make \Vest Coast Fish \Veek 
an outstanding and shining success. Do 
your part and an institution will he estab-
lished that ·will live to benefit future 
generations ·when we haYe passed on. 
The Amount Required 
The sum necessary to make \Vest Coast 
Fish \Neck the success that it should be 
is conservatively estimated at a total ot 
$10,000 for the three states-and approxi-
mately $.1000 of this amount has already 
been pledged. T n addition to this, The 
California State Fish Exchange has of-
fered to contribute 25 000 copies of a 
compilation of recipes for cooking fish-
500.ways of preparing California sea foorl 
for the table-a volume no chef or house-
·wife should be ·without. These will be 
for free distribution among your custom-
ers and prospective patrons who may be 
brought to an appreciation of the delica-
cies that can be easily and economically 
prepared from the long Jist of edible fishes 
peculiar to the Pacific. Coast. 
The Way to Go On Record 
Time is precious. Take the matter up 
at once and dispose of it in a spirit of 
helpfulness. No doubt you know of some-
one whom you feel has the qualifications 
to successfully serve as director. 1\Take 
the fact known. There must be an able 
directing head. At the same time cast 
about for the committeemen from your 
state-capable men who may be avail8.ble. 
Do not be backward about making sug-
gestions or offering nominations. The 
California Fisheries could suggest a num-
ber of men, but this is a matter that is 
rightly and strictly up to the contributors. 
Here is a com•enient form for use if 
desired. Fill it out and forward >Yithout 
delay. 
The California Fisheries, 
1Junicipal Fish \Vharf, 
San Pedro, California. 
Gentlemen: 
I hereby pledge $ ............ toward the 
\Vest Coast Fish \Veek Fund. 
For Director I vote for Mr ............. . 
of .................................... . 
For members of the General Committee 
from the State of. ................... , I 
vote for 1Ir ............................ . 
of .................................... . 
vote for 1fr ........ , ................... . 
of .................................... . 
vote for 1\Tr ... , ... , , ................... . 
of .................................... . 
It is understood that contributions will 
he collected some time in 1Iarch, or as 
soon as the general director and member:; 
of the general committee shall have been 
chosen and the organization fo.rmed. 
(Signed) ............................. . 
Postoffice .......................... . 
State ............................. . 
How Much to Contribute 
How much ought I contribute? This 
is one of the first f!Uestions asked, and 
it probably is asked more often than any 
other. This, of course, is a question each 
must answer for himself. but if sugges-
tions will be helpful in arriving at what 
you contribute, here they are: Let your 
contribution be in reasonable proportion 
to the gros.<> Yolume of your business. A 
\dwlesaler in a limited way may regard 
$10 as a fair and reasonable contribution; 
a producer and distributor, $25 to $100, 
according to the size of the business. 
Large Yolume distributors covering the 
territory west of the Rockies may regard 
$100 as the minimum. One concern has 
gone on record for 11:300 which is a good 
indication of hmv the enterprise is re-
garded as a business investment, I<: or the. 
retailer anything from a dollar up will be 
acceptable, though most cans, and no 
doubt will, do better. Sacrifices are not 
called for. The idea is that all should 
give what they convcnientlv can. 'Bear in 
mind it is not charity but a business in-
vestment calculated to bring returns. Con-
sider means and possible benefits and 
strike a reasonable ratio as a basis. 
"FISH AND . CHIPS" SHOPS 
EFFECTIVE IN PROMOTING 
SALE OFFISH 
Specialized fish fry shops popularly 
known as "fish and chips" shops appeareJ 
in England many years ago and have 
met with some success in Germany. In 
England these shops have become a dis-
tinct business and due to their influence, 
it is said, the domestic consumption of 
fish has increased approximatelY one-
third. Many species of fish are utilized, 
although that in most general use, is 
herring. Until recently these have been 
cooked with no removal of bones, but 
now many shops are serving only the 
meat part of the fish. In cooking it is 
the practice to dip the fish in batter, fry 
in deep fat and serve potato chips with 
the fish. Hence the name given to the 
husiness-"fish and chips." 
According to observations made br 
members of the staff of the Bureau of 
Fisheries, fish fry shops are assuming 
importance in the United States. In one 
large >Ycstern citv these types of shops 
utilize over 2,000.000 pounds of fish annu~ 
ally. In this city the popular dish is a 
whiting stick (which is a skinned and 
virtually boneless whiting), deep fried in 
special batter and served with hvo slices 
of unbuttered rye bread. This dish, Io-
:cally known as a whiting sandwich, sells 
for fifteen cents. 
Fish fry shops in a second large city 
serve a dish consisting of about a quarter 
of a pound of fillet of unskinncd haddock, 
deep fried in a plain batter and served 
with potato ch;ps and bread and butter. 
This sells for thirty cents. 
In a third city, near-beer saloons sell 
fi.IIcts of blue pike or haddock deep fried 
in batter and served with bread and but-:-
ter. In most cases the fish US{'d ll<tS been 
previously salted almost to the 0 corned'' 
:;tage. The sale price ·varies from 15 to 
20 cents per order. In this city some of 
these establishments have advertised a 
special "fish fry" on Saturdav night. As 
a ·result business increa.secl and now many, 
in addition, lnve a sPecial fish fry on FrF 
day ni)!ht. The business of some of these 
shops has increased to !iuch an extent 
that they no longer purchase their sur-
plies of fiqh from their local wholesale 
(Conlinued on Page 23) 
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Court Upholds Contention of Cann.erymen 
In State's Injuntion Case 
[EDITOR'S NOTE-Probably no man in the 
state is so well informed on legislation touching 
the ocean Jishcr.es industrY and the causes of con· 
trntion between the State Fish and Game Commis-
1jon and the camting interests as fi-Ir. l\lontgomery 
Phistcr, oi Loucks & Ph ster, attorneys-at-law, San 
Pedro. Because of a general lack of understanding 
of the situation, attd because of the incomplete, in-
nccunne and for the most part misleading reports 
appearing in the daily press, l\Ir. Phistcr was asked 
(o prepare an article lor The California fishcric~ 
octting forth the facts w:thout bias. The article 
ls herewith presented and is believed to he a full, 
free, true, fair and impartial history of the con· 
troversy, enabling the rtader tu grasp what it is 
a!! about and' to arrit·c at intelligent conclusions.] 
A decision upholding the contention of 
cannery operators was rendered a few 
days ago by Judge Tappaan, of the Su-
perior Court of Los Angeles County, in 
the case in which the Stale of California, 
through the Fish and Game Department, 
prosecuted an action against three of the 
largest canners of Southern California, 
seeking to have the plants of the three 
cannerS involved completely closed for a 
period of ninety days as a penalty for 
alleged violations, of certain regulations 
of the Fish and Game Commission. The 
action involved issues vital -to the canning 
industry of the state. 
Beginning of the Canning Industry 
In order to properly understand these 
particular cases it is necessary to shortly 
re\•iew the fish canning history of Cali-
fornia. Fish canning on this coast, ex-
cepting salmon, is an infant indmtry. The 
first company to pack sardines in South-
ern California \\'as the old Southern Cali-
fornia Fish Company, which commenced 
operations about the year 1910. Other 
companies followed, and about 1912 or 
1913, a start was made in canning tuna. 
It remained a very small industry carried 
on in a most haphazard way with very 
little capital involved and without any 
system of any kind until about the year 
1918. \:Vith the 1var period came an cx-
cessiYe demand for food products of all 
kinds, and the industry began to take 
shape as a major industry in Southern 
California. 
Gave Attention to Game and Fresh 
Water Fish 
The Fish and Game Commission of this 
state up to that time had concerned itself 
principally \vith the ·wild game of the 
state and with various kinds of fresh 
\Vater fish. The canning industry had 
not as yet received any attention. 
Came War Regulations 
\Vith the war came demand for regu-
lation of every kind of industry, and par-
ticularly demand for price control and 
conservation of the staple food products. 
The state legislature, seeking out every 
field of endeavor to regulate, found the 
canning of fish just beginning to flourish. 
Several bills were passed at the 1917 and 
1919 sessions of the legislature seeking 
ultimate control of the fish canning and 
fresh fish industry. The first act regulat-
lllg the reduction of fish was passed in 
1919. 
By Montgomery Phister 
Started an Experiment 
By reason of the lack of knmvledge on 
the part of the officials of the Fish and 
Game Department of the State, and lack 
of organization among the canners, it 
was impossible in 1919 to formulate any 
law so that it could be accurately fore-
told just how it would work in actual 
practice. Nevertheless, the legislatur~ 
passed the Jaw leaving it to the admini-
strative body and to the courts to deter-
mine the method of its enforcement and 
to decide exactly what it meant. It was 
at best a haphazard and botched-up la\v, 
Equitable Enforcement Impossible 
It immediately developed that the law 
was impossible of equitable enforcement. 
The Fish and Game Department did the 
best it could. It commenced the collec-
tion of data for the purpoSe of determin-
ing what the canners were actually doin'g. 
This was incomplete and depended in a 
large measure upon the accuracy of the 
records of the various canners involved. 
The Fish and Game Department 1vas not 
furnished with sufficient deputies to make 
certain of the enforcement of the law, 
and in the nature of things it would haYe 
been an excessive burden to give them 
sufficient deputies. 
Seek Punishment for Law Violators 
The Fish and Game Commission then 
brought several actions seeking to punish 
various canners involved for alleged vio-
lations of the law. The most notable case 
\Vas the one against the Stafford Packing 
Company 'vhich was finally decided by the 
Supreme Court of the State. 
The net result of the law and the liti-
gation under it, was to definitely deter-
mine that the State had jurisdiction over 
its fisheries, and that an action could be 
brought in the name of the State of Cali-
fornia to enjoin any canner, or any other 
person, from wilfully ·wasting the fish, or 
from violating the law, or any law, passed 
for the preservation thereof. The exact 
meaning of the Ja...v, or a proper method 
of enforcing it, was not determined. 
Finally Get Together 
The resulting uncertainty of enforce-
ment caused a great derd of bitterness 
among the canners, and between the can-
ners and the Fish and Game Commission. 
It \Vas apparent that the only remedy 
which could be at all efficacious would 
be the passage of a new act. 1-Ir. H. E. 
Nicholas, who was at the time General 
1-{anager of the Seacoast Canning Cor-
poration, at a hearing of the Fish and 
Game Commission in Los Angeles for 
determining capacity of the various plants, 
made the suggestion to Mr. Green, who 
was the executive o_fficer of the Fish and 
Game Commission, that if some method 
were outlined in the Act for determining 
capacity it \Vould probably result in solv-
ing the tangle \vhich had been weaved 
out of the uncertainties of the past. Pur-
suant to that suggestion, a law was dra-wn 
which provided that each cannery would 
be permitted to use twenty-f1ve per cent 
of its capacity for their reduction plant. 
Capacity of a cannery was defined to be 
one hundred fifty tons of fish for each 
oval can closing machine. This law was 
passed by both Houses of the Legislature 
and approved by the Governor at the 
joi11t suggestion of the Fish and Game. 
Commission and the canners involved. It 
was highly satisfactory to every one con-: 
cerned. 
Defining Capacity 
Immediately after its passage, the Fish 
and Game Commission, instead of abiding 
by their stand taken before the Legisla-
ture, immediately reyerted to the old 
method of determining capacity. They 
issued an order that the capacity of a 
cannery -was measured entirely by the 
amount of fish received. This seemed to 
the canners to be eminently unfair, for 
it did not measure capacity at all. For 
example, take a gallon pail. It is capable 
of holding a gallon of water, but if there 
is only a pint of water in the pail its 
capacity is a pint, according to the ruling 
of the Fish and Game Commission. 
An Unsatisfactory Decision 
The Van Camp Sea Food Company 
applied, in 1926, to the District Court of.. 
Appeals of the State of California for a 
\Vrit of Mandate compelling the Fish and 
Game Commission to fix their capacity in 
accordance 1vith the law. After extended 
argument, the District Court of Appeals 
decided that the method of fixing capacity, 
provided by the Act, was unconstitutional 
for the reason that it did not take in con-
sideration such canners as used other 
methods of canning or preserving fish. 
The decision was very unsatisfactory for 
the reason that it did not specify how 
much of the Act was held to be unconsti-
tutional. After that decision the Fish 
and Game Commission brought an action 
in the court at Los Angeles against three 
of the packers alleging violation of the 
law. The trial was started before Judge 
Stephens, who in effect decided that the 
Court in determining the capacity of a 
canning plant must usc as a yard stick 
the method laid down by fhe Legislature, 
which had been held to be unconstitu-
tional. The Fish and Game Commission 
thereupon immediately abandoned the ac-
tions which they had theretofore -been 
prosecuting, and nothing came of that de-
cision. The whole matter was then held 
in abeyance during 1926 and 1927. 
Canners Take Direct Stand 
In 1928, the canners' organization de-
termined to take a direct stand which 
they hoped 1vould result in a definite de-: 
termination by the Court of the respec-
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tivc rights of the State of California and 
of the canners. Pursuant to this deter-
mination the Van Camp Sea Food Com-
pany brought an action in the District 
Court of Hie Southern District of Califor-
nia, Southern Di...-ision, against the Fish 
and Game Commission of the State of 
California, and against the State of Cali-
fornia, to enjoin the enforcement of the 
Act upon the ground that it was repug-
nant to the Federal Constitution. This 
action was based upon a decision of the 
Supreme Court of the United States made 
in October of 1928 in.-ol-.;ing an Act very 
similar to the California Act which was 
passed by the State of Louisiana in re-
spect to its shrimp fisheries. Pursuant 
to Federal Ja·w this action was heard and 
determined by three judg"es, ·who decided 
that the language of the Supreme Court 
in the Louisiana case must be confined 
solely to the facts in that case and denied 
relief to the canners. 
Then Commission Goes to Bat 
Immediately upon the denial of that n.'-
licf the Fish and Game Co111mission 
brought an action in the State Court 
against the Van Camp Sea Food Com-
pany, the V\redum Packing Company and 
the Southern California Fish Company 
to enjoin them from using more than 
twenty-five per cent of their capacity in 
reduction plant, and to close their plants 
for ni.nety days. The case was assigned 
to ] udge Tappaan, of the T .... os Angeles 
County Superior Court, for immediate 
trial, and after a two weeks trial, he 
reached the same conclusion which had 
been previously· reached by ] udge Step-
hens of the same Court, namely, that the 
canners should be permitted to use 
twenty-five per cent of their capacity in 
reduction plants, and that the Court 
should use as a yard stick in determining 
capacity the number of can closing ma-
chines actually installed in each cannery 
ready for use. Upon this, the correct 
construction of the law, the canners in-
volved were clearly reducing less fish 
than they were permitted to reduce under 
the law, and therefore the decision was 
against the Fish and Game Commission. 
Hope for Fair and Just Law 
The Legislature of the State of Califor~ 
nia is no\\' in session, and it is the fer-
vent hope of every canner of fish that 
the Legislature, aided by the practical 
experts of the canners, and the theoretical 
experts of the Fish and Game Commis-
sion may be able at this session to pass 
a law which will fully protect the State of 
California against depredations upon its 
fisheries, yet \vhich will still protect the 
commercial interests in the business of 
developing a great industry for the State. 
The interests of the canners and the vari-
ous reducing plants upon this coast in 
the preservation of fish is greater than 
that of any other person, for they realize 
that the wilful destruction of their source 
of supply of raw material will affectivcly 
ruin the entire industry. They, there-
fore, seek consq.rvation under a la\V which 
will permit reasonable use and will pre-
vent unequal enforcement. 
HIGH FOOD VALUE OF 
CANNED SALMON 
For the reason that canned salmon 
possesses greater food value than any 
other food commodity in its class, dairy 
products, fruit and vegetables, an indus-
try of great importance has been built. 
Furthermore, canned salmon is stabilized 
at a price that makes it, per unit of food 
value, the lowest priced food of any in its 
class, and is today a staple commodity in 
the family diet. In addition, salmon con-
tains the largest amount of I he very nec-
essary food mineral, iodine, which is so 
necessary in the diet. Pink salmon, for 
instance,~ contains ten times as much 
iodine as meat, milk, eggs, cheese, ;-Uld 
most fruits and vegetables. 
Canne-d salmon is today a staple food 
product in recognition of its food value, 
comparatively low cost, and constant SUJl-
plv. In the matter of supply, canned sal-
mOn cannot be compared with any other 
fish packing. An undeniable law of na-
ture confines the so-called run of salmon 
always to the same areas. This, together 
with the government restrictions, asstlrt.!S 
the fut.ure supply of the raw material. 
REDUCTION PLANTS OF CAN-
ADA DEFY FEDERAL ORDER 
Operators of reduction plants in Brit-
ish Columbia are reported up in arms 
against the Canadian Department of fish-
cries over the recent order prohibitinp; 
the use of het-ring for reduction pur-
poses. Indignation and a spirit of defi-
<lnce is everywhere expressed by those 
in the industry and it is generally be-
lieved they will refuse to Oihey the order, 
particularly in view of a court decision 
to the effect the Federal Government has 
no authority in respect of disposal of fish. 
Plants concerned are all north of Barkley 
Sound on the west coast Cli Vancouver 
Island. 
The dc'l~ision referred to is what is 
known as the Somerville case, which, it 
is asserted, covers the contention of the 
reduction plant operators. Appeal ·was 
taken and the decision sustained, and the 
case is now before the Privv Council. 
The ·case questions the jurisdiction of the 
Dominion Government to regulate dis-
posal of fish after being caught. 
According to the Canadian Fisherman 
unofficial assun.tnce v-;as given the reduc-
tion plant operators that permits given 
these plants lhc past two seasons would 
be continued this year. These under-
standings have resulted in reduction 
rlants ·chartering vessels for the period 
from October 1 to the end of the year. 
They ·declare that they are now faced 
with heavy loss. Last year when salmon 
fishing in certain areas was restricted the 
Gshing companies were forced to live up 
tc their charter parties with the fishing 
boats, and forced t.o shoulder financial 
loss. 
For the past two years the department 
!:as given permission for the reduction of 
herring caught north of Barkley Sound. 
Barkley Sound herring arc all caught for 
edible purposes, large salteries operating 
there, in season, for the Oriental trade 
iurther north, where it is said herring 
are not used for edible purposes. It 'is 
iu Nootlm and Kyuquot Sounds that the 
plants, seven in number, usc herring for 
reduction. The herring, howeycr, arc not 
so valuable for reduction as pilchards, not 
having the oil content. 
Fishing companies affected by the pro-
hibitory order according to the Canadian 
Fisherman proceeded with usual plans 
in De:cember, after having been given to 
understand there \Yotdd be no change in 
regulations. Usually the permission is 
given in September, for fishing for De-
cember 31. The matter is dealt \vith sep-
arately each year, following applications 
from the fishing companies. Applications 
were forwarded as usual and then a fleet 
of seiners, tugs and tenders, totaling 35 
or 40 craft, and representing a working 
staff of 150 fishermen and 150 shore 
hands, was er1gaged. 'l'he vessels taken 
under ·charter to the end of the year, pro-
ceeded to the fishing g-rounds and began 
operations. 'Then came the order against 
the reduction of herring. 
FROZEN AND CURED FISH 
STOCKS IN COLD STORAGE 
On December 15, 1928, cold storage 
holdings of frozen fish in the United 
States, totaled 78,094,504 pounds, emil-
pared with 6-l-,787,32Q pounds on the same 
date a year ago, and the five-year aver~ 
age of 65,061,000 pounds for December. 
This is an increase over a year ago of 
21 per cent, and an increase over the 
five-year average of 20 per cent. The 
quantity of fish frozen during the month 
ended December 15, amounted to 10,391,-
69n pounds. 
Comparison with normal holdings 
( !lve-year average) of the more import-
ant species, shows the following increas'es 
and decreases in percentage: 
Increases 
Cod, haddock, hake, etc ............ , 111 
Flounders .................... , . . . . 73 
Lake trout ....... , , . , ........ , , . . . 20 
Mackerel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 58 
Sablefish ... , ... , ............ , , ... , .11 
Scup , .............. , .... , , ....... , 93 
Shellfish ....... , ............ , ... , . 125 
Squid .... , ... , ............. , ... , . . 160 
\\Teakfish . , ...... , , .......... , .... 160 
1
..Vhiting ........... , .......... , , . . 30 
Decreases 
Cisco (tullibee) . , ........ , .... , • . 76 
Croaker · ................. , ...... , . , 5 
Sea herring ................. , ... , . 18 
Pike (including pickerel, jacks and 
yellow jade) .............. , .. , . . . 72 
Shad and shad roe ............... , . 11 
\:Vhiteftsh ..................... , . . . 24 
Stocks of cured herring in cold storage 
nn December 15, 1928, amounted to 
20,265,200 pounds, compared \Vith 16,363,-
17-l- pounls for the same date a year ago, 
r~nd represents an increase of 24 per 
cent. Stocks of mild ·cured salmon 
amounted to 5,515,415 pounds, coUlpared 
with 8,512,135 pounds for the same date 
a year -ago and represents a decrease of 
.15 per cent. 
CAN .-\DA- The report of the Canaw 
dian Department of Trade and Commerce 
shows that on December 1, fish stocks in 
Canada totaled 24,431,004 pounds of fresh 
frozen and 5,817,932 pounds of other fish 
in rcfJld storage. Compared \Vith the 
holding-s on December 1 last year, the 
holdings of fresh frozen fish increased 1~ 
per cent. The holdings increased 10 per 
cent \Yhen compared \vith the holdings 
on November 1, 1928. Other fish it1 cold 
storage increased 58 per ,cent over pc-
cember, 1927, and 6 per cent as conlpared 
to last month. 
Stocks in cold storage consisted of 
5,579,152 pounds of herring, 4,536,609 
pounds of halibut, 1,626;655 pounds of 
cod, 7,983,844 pounds of salmon, 1244,-
994 pounds of haddock, 665,110 pounds of 
whitefish, 1,136,642 pounds of mackerel, 
and 7,475,930 pounds of all other varieties. 
During the month of November 5,326,-
630 poutlds of fish were frozen as coin-
pared \Yith 4,592,878 pounds frozen dur-
ing the mnnth of October. 
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Monterey Retains Distinction of Being 
World's Leading Sardine Port 
T n years gone by 1lonterey has been 
wont to pride itself on its position as the 
world's leading sardipc port. Today 
).!onterey's claim to supremacy in this 
field is as sound as eyer. During the 
year 1928 a larger sardine catch was re-
{wrted than ever before, Not only did 
the total catch exceed the figures of the 
past, but it exceeded the former high 
mark of 1927 by a large margin. \Vherc 
173,881,177 pounds or sardines were 
landed at Monlcrcv canneries in 1927, 
the year 1928 saw tl;c ·figure jump to bct-
tl'r than 221 million poumls-221,566,640 
pounds, to be exacb The -halancc in fa-
yor of the ye.ar just closed as compared 
\\·ith 1927 is thus 47,000,00 pounds. 
New Record in Production 
Naturally the increase in the total 
catch meant new records for the variou~ 
sardine products. CaSes of- one-pound 
oval tins packed in 1928 numbered 1,401,-
994. The figure for 1927 was 1,231,470. 
Cases of other sizes pad..:ed in 1928 to~ 
taled 49,000. The year 1927 saw slightly 
Jess than 18,000 of these special sizes 
packed for the market. There were 11,-
000 tons of ftsh meal manufactured in 
!~l28 as compared with .1,127 in 1927. 
Gallons of fish oil advanced from 701,06-l 
in 1927 to 2,207,751 in 1928. 
Such, in briefest terms, is the 1-£on-
tercy sardine catch for 1928, together 
·with the derived products. 1..fore than 
n·er before the figures prove that Ca1i-
forni3.'s fishing industry plays an in-
creasingly important role in the state's 
cnmmercial activities. 
A roug·h estimate puts the value of tht: 
cmnhined prnclucts-vack, meal and oil-
at $6,598.550. The estimate made fo1· 
the .1927 catch stnn(l at an c\ren six mil-
linn, 
Computing on the ha:;i:.; nf $11 a ton. 
).fnnterey fislwrnlt:ll received for the :;ar-
dines they delivered to the nine canner-
ic·.~ a total of ~1,128,.ifl0. The year he-
inn: their earnings were put in the neig-h-
hnrllood of $950,000. 
Extra Good Quality 
For· the most part the sardines caught 
in ?vionterey Bay and the waters adjacent 
thereto were of high quality. At tlH' 
start of the season last fall every canner 
in ~[onterev testified that his fish ·were 
fat and fiml. And evcrv canner at that 
time predicted a banner season-<~. pre-
diction that has been borne out by suh~ 
:'t.:qucnt developments. 
Toward the end of the vear complaints 
·were heard that the fish \vcre softer and 
hence were more easilv broken at thl' 
tables. But today the 'fish, still coming 
in in abundance, are once again in cxfei-
lent condition. 
Midwinter Interruption 
~v[onterey's sardine run ·was seriously 
interrupted during the middle of winter. 
Fish apparently left the hay altogether 
By John B. Terry 
between tl·1e 19th of Novembef, 1928, 
and the 5th of January, 1929. There 
were a few trifling catches of sardines 
made for the fresh fish markets, to be 
sure, but as far as the canning industry 
is concerned matters ·were at a stand-
still. Only K. Hovden's purse-seine 
boats had any luck at all, and they had to 
quit :Monterey for Half Moon bay to 
tJw north to catch their fish. A few 
lampara crews, determined to get fish or 
know the reason why, occasionally made 
the run toward San :Francisco, hut the 
haul -..vas discouragingly low. 
Left Last Year Also 
The remarkable thing about the :;can::-
ity of sardines in the bay last winter is 
the fact that a similar dearth of the fish 
occurred in the winter of 1927 at alm.ost 
the same period. Fish left Monterey in 
November of 1927. On the 17th of Jan-
uary, 1928, they re~cntered the hay in tre-
mendous schools. Crews were put 011 
limits, canneries were Hooded with fi:;;h 
and record catches were made. 
\Vhile the 5th of January marked tht· 
reappearance of sardines in 1929 it was 
not until the 10th of that month that the 
run became steady, ·with 1200 to 1-lOO 
tons being- delivered daily tu cannery 
"ro-..v." 
To Study the Sardine 
\Vhether the return of sardines in 1!.128 
and 1929 at almost identical dates is sim-
ply a coincidence or whether the fact ha~ 
a deeper significance is a qut:stinn. At 
any rate scienre is looking into the prnh-
lem, trying to determine the habits of 
sardine:-:. Time was when little wa;; 
known about salmon, hut inve:;tigation 
led to important disco\'erie~ about tht: 
habits of this flsh-rliscoveries that. had a 
direct bearing upqn the fi~hing industry. 
'Today next. to nothing is known about 
the hahits oi sardines. But if research 
can ever soh'e the m\·stcrv oi sardine 
habits a blessing will l)e hCstowcd upon 
the California industry. How many 
hours and how manv dollars were fruit~ 
lesslv wasted hv 1{0ntcrev fishermen in 
the "week.; of last Deceniber alone has 
never been computed, but the amount 
wa.-> cnnsrlierahle. 
February the Leading Month 
To return aga.in to the 1928 sardint.' 
fishing season tn :Monterey, stattstJcc: 
show- that the month of February. just 
after the return of fi:;h, led the year with 
a caiclt uf 55,087,150 pounds re110rlcd at 
the camtcrics. September and August, 
the opening months of the fall season, 
took second and third with catches 
:;lightly under 50,000,000 and 44,000,000 
pounds apiece. April was the lmvest 
month ·with approximately 20,000 pounds. 
This catch, however, was delivered to the 
f1:esh . fish tllarkets. As iar as the can-
lllng mdustry was concerned fishing -..vas 
about concluded by the end of March. 
It was not resumed until August. 
_ Last. J.:ear the State Fish and Game 
~ommtsston fixed August 6 as the open-
l~tg date of the season. The year before 
hshermcn began casting their nets when-
ever the spirit moved them. Many crews 
tried their luck early in July getting lit-
tle for their pains, ' 
It is int~resting to note that the Mon-
terey sar~me catch in August of 1928 
alone exceeded the combined catches of 
July ~nd August of 1927. It is .consid~ 
e:ed ltke~y that canners will set a defi-
mtc startmg date_ again next fall and thus 
~revent sporadic fishing prior to that 
time. 
An E'ventful Year 
. Looking back over the events of 1928 
lll Monterey i.t can be seen that the year 
1:as eventful 111 more ways than one. Be-
Sides heavy catches of sardines that alter-
nated with poor catches and none at all 
1928 was marked by the advent of a nev,: 
hoat-o\vners' oq~anization headed by the 
veteran Peter I< errante. 1"'hc formation 
of the ne-.,y ·g-roup culminated a long riv~ 
airy between hvo fa,ctions of Monterey 
boat owners, one headed by Ferrante an~! 
the other lH' 0. Enea. 
An event" of first importance was the 
founding of the California Sardine Ex-
port Association, which all 1Ionterey can-
ners, as 1\'Cil as others in the state 
joined in the hope of stabilizing- marke.f 
prices for their product. 
In Conflict With F. & G. 
The cln~iug m_onths of the year broug-ht 
the canners- tour in particular- into 
sharp conf-lict \Vith the state division of 
fish and ga111e over the now-famous Or-
de!· Numhc•1· 6, stiput1.ting that a mini-
mum of 15 cases of sardines be packed 
to every tnn caught and that not more 
than 25 per cent of a plant's fish capacity 
he used for reduction. The case was 
iought in the ~upcrinr court of 11ontere\-
couitty, with the state division charging. 
failure to observe the law. At the time 
of this wri1ing- Judge J. R. \Velch has not 
yet handed dm...-n his decision. 
Farewell to Bad Odors 
The year alsn found city authorities 
contimting their efforts to put a stop to 
nJTensivc odors coming from sardine 
plants. As time goes on more and more 
canners lend their assistance to solving 
the problem hy installing new odorless 
ectuipment. K. Hovden is the latest ex-
ample. 
The Toll of Boats 
An occasional .gale crossed the bay 
from late north u)ok its usual toll of 
hoats driven ashore and buried under 
sand beyond hope of salvage. Late in 
the fall large numbers of basking sharks 
entered the hay, several 24-font speci-
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mens falling into the unwilJing hands of 
fishermen. The damage to nets in each 
instance was appalling. As a basking 
shark brings about $25 on the local mar-
ket and as a net costs several hundred 
dollars, there was little gain anywhere 
along the line. The shark lost his free-
dom and the fisherman lost his net. The 
Monterey Fish Products Company in-
creased its manufacture of fertilizer a tri-
fle, but that was all. 
records show. Several fishermen had a 
close brush with drowning last December 
when they were washed overboard in 
heavy seas while standing on a wallow-
ing lighter on the Santa Cruz side of the 
bay. Fortunately they were fished out 
without mishap. 
Showing for 1928 Not So GOod?_ 
Less gratifying was the 192& freslEJiSk_: 
ca~ch. Here a decr~ase f!1Ust bc:-.re:ct:n::d'ed;: 
ch1cfly because squtd fatled to- retunr·in 
their great quantities of 1927. Last year's 
fresh fish catch, including squid, aba-
lones and a few shellfish, totaled 7,556,-
681 pounds, whose wholesale value at 
fishermen's wharf is roughly estimated at 
$1,254,343. The figure for 1927 was 
Iarg"cr in both cases, the poundage being: 
11,852.612 and the value approximate!\· 
$1,898,713. The decrease in squid in 
Future Seems Bright 
So much for the year that has passed. 
No Casualties 
No fishermen lost their lives in action, 
nor \Verc any seriously hurt, so far as 
Already the 1929 season has gone off to 
a good start. The fish arc abundant and 
in good condition. Over the fishing hor-
izon is the rosy glow of good hope. (Continued on Page 23) 
HISTORY OF THE INDUSTRY 
y~, Ova!.:; Sizes· Meal Oil 
Cases Cases To~ Gal1ons 
l-Ib. Other 'Fish Fi-h 
19::!0 682,165 18,814 3,Jil2 383,tHR 
1921 287,95·\ 13,003 1,577 205,159 
1922 353,188 1,479 2,299 22R1,115 
1923 580,464 10,521 3,3/lfi 557,·160 
1924 £31,286 22,904 6,045 1,215,347 
1925 737,743 37,119 6,415 1,218,993 
1926 ...... 1,1•14,002 35,557 6,715 1,478,438 
1927 ........ 1,231,470 31,027 7,873 1,506,687 
1928 ......... 1,401,994 -19,002 11,000 2,207,751 
Gain ('28 over '27) .... 170,52-1- 17,975 3,127 701,06-J. 
Total All 
Month- Abalone Squid Mackerel Rockfish Salmon Kinds 
January ............ 
February .......... 1·2·r:9~o 
.March 
-·---------
April ..... 278,050 
May .................. 115,525 
June 
-------
398.750 
July 
-·····--··-··--
368 275 
August 179,700 Septembe~-----..... 2ti6.235 
Octoher ............ 188,700 
November ........ 29,550 
Decem her 103.100 
TOT AfS::=2.049,875 
Month 
January ---
Fellruary ..... 
March 
.·\pr-il .... 
!I·Iar ... 
June 
July ... 
August .... 
POUNDS 
September .................. . 
October .......................... . 
Noven,hcr 
December _ ........ 
6,015 136,123 191,006 :!96,116 
61,868 1.18,074 251,870 502,765 
214- 88,238 86,47·1 353,684 
7:!,067 Hi,084 124,173 87,353 ORO, 151 
83,742 116,080 140,853 50,003 1,463,341 
279,733 160,434 73,538 89,503 1,087,715 
J9,876 107,707 39,1'33 32,4.11 674,500 
102,197 69,348 108 369,330 
1.18,555 145.372 645,659 
153,4fi3 236,380 666,2'l9 
53,09·1 112 . .171 128,804- 413,296 
698 25,058 111,808 297.8.15 
1,351,992 1,294,-134 1,599,359 259,·108 7,556,681 
OF SARDINES TAKEN IN 1928 
Sardine~ 
------ 1~:g~j:n~ 
5,89.2,215 
::W,56S 
42,120 
127,135 
38,Sl1 
4.1,9-15,505 
49.88-1,4.20 
..... 34,1·13,17fi 
...... ·1,344,960 
8,5.21,270 
*Fresh Fish 
396,115 
51l2.765 
353,684 
686,151 
1,·163,3-11 
1,087,715 
67-1,500 
.169,;!30 
6·15,659 
fi66.289 
41.1.296 
297,835 
'fOT ALS. .. .................................................. 221 ,566,640 7,556,681 
*This figure inc!m!cs both fresh llsh ;lnd sardines sol.l to ire~h fish dealers. 
Detailed diita on fre~h fish caught in I92S w'll b~ given in a following article. 
This figure also includes shellfish and S(J\Iid totaling 3,428,776 pounds. 
I C. J. HENDRY CO. Fishermen's Supplies Of AU Kinds San Pedro, Calif. 
I S. CIAMINCINO, Pres. A. FARINA, Secy. I I Crab and Salmon Fishermen's 
Protective Association 
MEMBERSHIP OVER 250 BOAT OWNERS 
Directing the requ":rements of its membership 
I 
Telephone Franklin 4989 Meigg' s Wharf 
San Francisco, Calif. 
M. P. SUGLIAN, Sccy. 
I 
MONTEREY'S FRESH FISH CATCH 
Pounds 
Variety Taken 
~\llncore 180 
Anchovy --- ----~.............. 175,380 
Barracuda .... ............ 96.1 
Bonita I 10 
Cod ...... .. ............ ,....... 120,77.1 
Flounders 1,258 
Crayfish 56,700 
Hat·e 80 
Halibut 17,915 
Herring .................... 440 
King-fish ................. 60,977 
1\-IacJ,erel ... .. .. 1,29·! ,.JJ-1-
Horse l\-lackcrel 28,94·~ 
Perch .................. 18,532 
Pon,pano ...................... ............... 2,197 
Rockfish ...... 1,599,.159 
S:liJ!efish 36,525 
Salmon 259,408 
Sandahs ...................... 11,688 
Scu'pin . 899 
Sea bass ................. 3,·!9fl 
Skate ... 70,538 
Smelt . 52,431 
Sole .. .,... ..... . ........... 299,568 
Wh:tebait ..... 3,1H9 
1\Ii~cellaneous 11,261 
Crnhs . l 5,888 
Abalones .... - ................................................... 2,049,875 
Clams, mixed 3,247 
C'uttlelish ..... .............. 6.-104-
l\Iusscls ....... .. ..... -........... 1,370 
Squid ........ ........................... .. .. 1 ,3 51,992 
TOTALS. .............. _ .............. .. .. 7,566,681 
TOTAL SARDINE PRODUCTS IN 1928 
Cases Cases Tons 
l-Ib. Other Fish 
Month Ovals ~izc; Meal 
Janu.:n-y IJ0,788 -t,995 932 
Fcbn1ary 370,2.16 2,0% 2,675 
March 3-1,2.i2 1,706 275 
Ang-ust 2.'i9,R76 11,9;!.2 2,193 
September 291.173 12,24.1 2,625 
October .... 221,318 11,229 1,691 
Xovcwher Jl ,221 69·1 207 
DccemlltT 63,1.10 ·1,107 402 
TOTALS .. ............... 1,401,99-1 -19,002 11,000 
Estimated 
Value 
30.60 
5,2fiL4n 
173.3-l-
11.00 
12,077.30 
100.6.; 
4,53(,,0i) 
2.-l(l 
3,22-1.70 
9.fi0 
4,878.15 
77,606.04 
2,315.52 
1,111.92 
1,647.75 
127,948.72 
3.287 .2.,'i 
51,881,60 
935.0-1 
89.90 
593.30 
1,4-10.76-
5,243.10 
17,97-I.OR 
461.88 
900.48 
1,747.61> 
819,950,00 
32-1.70 
320.2(1 
68.50 
108,159.36 
$1,254,343.11 
Gallons 
Fi~h 
Oil 
168,505 
452,543 
31,581 
442,825 
5fl6,728 
404,195 
37,93S 
83,439 
2,207,75! 
SAN PEDRO GROCERY AND SUPPLY CO. 
Wholesah:rs and Reta'l!'rs of IMPORTED AND _DOMESTIC 
GROCERIES, MEATS AND CANNED GOODS. SH!P SUPPLiES 
Telephcn~ 13 48 Municipal \Vholcsale Fish Market Bldg. 
NICK POBOR, Prop. San Ped-o. Cal'f. 
E. BOOTH CO. 
padccrs of 
BOOTHS 
=:rescent" Brand Sardines 
Cannery at Monterey 
Head Office: 11 0 Market St., San Fran cisco 
H. YOKOZEKI, Secretary. 
Fishermen's Cooperative Association 
MEMBERSHIP 65 PURSE-SEINERS 
Average 8 Men to Boat 
Correspondence invited relative purchases of 
our members. Information gladly given. 
I I 
I . 
Southern California 
Japanese Fishermen's Association 
WHOLESALE DEALERS 
Enterprising and without question loyal to the interests 
which it tends to serve 
Municipal Fish Wharf-San Pedro, Calif. 
' 
Telephone 3595 Terminal Island, Calif. 
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I FiSHERMEN MUST DEAL DI-
RECTLY WITH MEXICAN 
GOVERNMENT 
This journal's Mexican representative 
reviews the situation relating to the tax 
en fish caught in M·cx:ican waters in the 
following interesting report: 
During Colonel Jose Tapia's tenure of 
oflice as Mexican Fish Commissioner he 
recommended a reduction in the Mexican 
tax on fish products caught under Mex-
ican licenses issued at San Pedro and 
San Diego, \vith the result that the Nfcx-
ican Government has recently reduced 
the tax from $35.00, U. S. gold per ton 
on fresh fish, to $26.54. 
'fhc saving by the San Pedro and San 
Diego fishermen of $8.46 per ton on 
fresh fish caught under a Mexican li-
cense will benefit the fresh ftsh market 
boats at San Pedro and San Diego only. 
This saving is not sufficient to enable 
San Pedro and San Diego f1shing fleet,; 
to operate under a Mexican license at a 
profit. 
No consideration was given to facts: 
Fish like skip-jack, \vorth $25.00· per ton 
at f1shing grounds, cannot possibly afford 
to pay the Mexican Government $35.00 
per ton tax or $26.54 of the lowered tax, 
as the latter figures the levy of the Mex-
ican Government on fresh fish like skip-
jack at more than 100.'% advalorem-too 
high a rate for luxuries, let alone food-
stuffs. In other words, fish is the high-
lst taxed commodity in the Mexican 
tJ.riff. 
It appears that the new 1vfexican Fish 
Commissioner realizes the impossibility 
of making effective the new tax on fresh 
fish on the San Pedro and San Diego 
ttma fleets and is following the same 
policy that was followed by Colonel 
Tapia, to wit: he is trying to brinl{ about 
the solution of the Mexican tax problem 
by having all parties supposedly con-
cerned agree on a figure that might he 
hoth just at1d equitable to the interests 
of the !vfcxican Government as well as 
GILBERT C. 
VAN CAMP 
Insurance Agency, Inc. 
Complete Insurance 
Service 
Unexcelled facilities to take 
care of your marine 
insurance 
Telephone 2680 
Municipal Fish Wharf 
San Pedro, California 
Telephone Main 4490 
867 Harbor Street 
San Diego, California 
to those engaged in the fishing industry.-,.,.;;==================;-, 
In effect, Commissioner Sepulveda has 
already approached the ..... an Diego Cham-
ber of Commerce officials to see if the tax 
problem cannot be solved with them and 
the Southern California cannerymen and 
the Fish Association officials. 
It is pointed out by those who know, 
however, that quicker and better results 
can be accomplished if the )/fexican fish 
ollicials -..vill deal directly \vith the pro-
ducers, who, in this case arc the fisher-
JHan themselves-the only ones who pay 
the tax. Neither the Chamber o[ Com-
merce nor the Southern"' California can-
neries arc interested, the latter buying 
their cannery needs from the fishermen 
at prices c. i. f. cannery, Mexican tax 
paid by the fishcrti1en. 
The bringing into the discussion of the 
tax problem of both the San Diego Cham-
ber of Commerce and the Southern Cali-
fornia canners only tends to complicate 
this matter unnecessarily, as was done at 
the tit11e Colonel Tapia was Mexican 
Fish Commissioner. It is impossible to 
make any headway between the Chamber 
of Commerce, Southern California can-
ners and the Mexican Fish Commission 
as to the rate of tax the fishermen should 
pay on their catches under Mexican 
license if an agreement is not reached 
between the Mexican Government and 
the fishermen, who in this case are the 
producers and th,e ones who actually pay 
the Mexican tax. 
Fonner Mexican Fish Commissioner 
for Lower California, Colond Jose Maria 
Tapia, was recalled to Mexico City some 
time ago to take charge of the new Mex-
ican President's military staff. Julian E. 
Leon, then local manager of the San 
Diego Mexican Fish Office, was ap-
appoin ted Commissioner to succeed Col-
onel '!'apia. His tenure of office, how-
ever, was short lived. 
Jose Lorenzo Sepulveda, a Monterey, 
1\-fexico, young business man, has just 
arrived in San Diego, having the ap-
pointment of 1vfexican Fish Cmmnis-
sioner, succeeding Julian E. Leon, and 
Sr. Leon ha~ gone back to his former 
position of San Diego manager of the 
1\{e:x"ican Fish Office. It is reported, how-
ever, that he has sent in his resignation 
to 1-Iexico City. It is also rumored that 
the new San Diego Fish Office 1-fanager 
will be Joaquin A~uilar Robles, former 
Inspector at San Pedro fv[exican Fish 
Office and lately in charge of Inspectors 
at San Diego i\{exican Fish Office. 
CALIFORNIA FISHERIES PUBLI· 
CATION DATES FOR 1929 
Tuesday, Fcbruarv 26th, 1929. 
Tuesday, 1-Iarch i2th, 1929. 
Tucsr\ay, :March 2Gth. 1929. 
TuE:sday, April 9th, 1929. 
Tuesday, April 23rd, 1':.>29. 
Tuesday, 1'fay 7th, 1929. 
Tuesday, 1vfay 21st, 1929. 
Tuesday, J nne 4th, 1929. 
Tuesda\r June 18th, 1929. 
Tucsda\,' July 2nd, 1929. Tucsda~r; July 23rd, 1929. 
Tuesday, August 6th, 1929. 
Tuesday, August 27th, 1929. 
'f'uesd:ay, SePtember 10th, 1929. 
Tuesday, September 2-J.tll. 1929. 
Tuesday, October 8th, 1929. 
Tuesday, October 22nr\, 1929. 
Tucsda\', November 12th, 1929. 
Tuesda}r, November 26th, 1929. 
Tuesday, December lOth, 1929. 
Tuesday, December 24th, 1929. 
George K. Ogawa, Pres. 
T oyo Fisheries 
PIONEER MACKEREL 
CANNER 
'Tuna, 
Also Packing 
Sardines, and other 
Seafoods 
California 
Wilmington, Calif. 
Luis M. Salazar 
SHIP BROKER 
Unsurpassed Service 
to 
Fishing Boats 
306 Municipal Pier Bldg. 
San Diego 
Main 1225 
Distributors 
HERCULES 
OIL CO. 
SAN DIEGO 
Marine Service Station 
FOOT OF BEACH STREET 
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ONE OF THE LEADING FISH 
DISTRIBUTORS OF 
LOS ANGELES 
The wholesale fish division o[ Youug's 
~!arkct Company, Inc., which was estab-
lished in Los Angeles in April, 192.1, is 
located in a modern up-to-date brick build-
ing at ..J10 Tuwnc A\·enue. The reason 
for its being brought into e.xi>ltencc was 
due to the fact that at that time the 
market company had so many retail stores 
it was necessarY tn establish a wholesale 
buying and diStributing center. There-
fore the exclusive fresh fish division. 
11 r. Frank C. Lenk is manager of the 
wholesale fish di\·ision, and has been for 
frve years. He was formerly in the rdail 
~tores division and has been in tlw em-
ploy of Young's for lllorc than ten years. 
ful and not boost prices too high for it 
encourages restaurants and institutions 
to discontinue fish on their menus, and 
it takes considerable sales propaganda to 
L'ncourage them to put it hack. He thinks 
that fillets is the future wav in ·which fish 
will be sold \"cry largely, a~Id this method 
of selling fish to restaurants, hotels and 
institution,; is more satisfactory than sell-
ing them the whole fish. He also thinks 
that wonderful progress has been made 
the last· two years in freezing fish, due 
particularly· to the new system of sharp 
freezing after some of the eastern meth-
ods. A big bouquet may be tossed 1-f r. 
Freenwn when it comes to sales abilitY, 
for he very surely knows the business. · 
The Distributing Department 
Harrison Harvey is another assistant 
of i\Ir. Lenk and he is in charge of dis-
tribution. 1vir. Harvey has been with 
Young's 1-.farket Company, Inc., for a 
number of years and is in active charge 
of the work of giving customers just what 
they want. No small degree of Young's 
success may be attributed to Mr. Harvey 
for he has accumulated mental data 'on 
the different requirements of his various 
customers to the point that he knows what 
they want almost before the order is filed. 
An Admirable Innovation 
In talking with l..Tanager Lenk it was 
brought out, as many business men know, 
Young's Market Company, Inc., is far 
more than a million dollar corporation 
and is one of the most successful fish 
dealers on the V/ est Coast. They have 
imtugurated a policy nf paying all bills 
weekly, realizing that the fresh fish busi-
ness should he un a cash basis, heing 
highly perishable ami a quick turn-over, 
J..Jr. Lenk realizes that the fishermen, and 
everyone in the industry, is better satis..: 
fied with cash than they arc with prom~ 
ises. l-Ie has adopted the rule that an}; 
invoices or any purchases coming directb~ 
to the fresh fish division are cleared at 
the end of each week. He never leaVes 
his desk on Saturday afternoon untiL all 
bills have been paid. This is an iniwva-· 
tion in the business which should be made 
gcner<tl, for no doubt it has contrihuted 
nwterialh- to the marvelous success of 
Young's.¥ 
A Reconstructive Period 
:,'~-[ r. Lenk believes that the fish lmsiuess 
on the \\,.est Coast is in the reconstruc-! 
tion period. Finns that are doing a con-
:;ervativc business and watching their 
m·erhead will survive. In the future he 
believes that we will have a rejuvenatioJi, 
and after that a period of prosperity \viii 
prevail. He believes, therefore, that fish 
dealers should take good care of their 
business now, and follow the lines of 
discreti011 aud conservatism. 
The success of Yuung's 1\farket Colll-
pany, Inc., cannot he attributed to anr 
nne individual as the business policies 
haYc been definitely established by the 
Wholesale Fish Division of Young's Marlwt Co., Inc,, 410 Towne Avenue, Los Angeles (Continued on P::tgc 25) 
He has been in the fish business pretty 
ll!uch all his life-that is, up to date-
ami after working with the Jish the :rear 
around he used to spend his sttmlller va-
cations with fishermen at different heach 
resorts. Almost as had as the posttllan 
who went on hikes during his vacation. 
Fish is his hohh_r, that's all. 
Young's employ twelve men in the 
whole::;ale fish division and operate five 
truck;;. The class of trade they serye is 
exclusively, and they thereiore handle the 
very highest class of fresh fish and sea 
food specialties for the metropolitan dis-
trict of Los Angeles. They have a re-
Irigeration storage capacity of 50 tons, 
having a t\vo ton compressor, and carry-
ing at all times all kinds of sea food spe-
cialties. They are contemplating a thne 
car-load capacity freezer, aud in addition 
will enlarge their storage capacity. At 
the present time the husi11ess is so large 
thev are forced to take space in the Lo;; 
Angeles. Ice & Cold Storage Cmnpan_r. 
A Solid Assistant 
1fr. Lcnk's assistant, 1\Jax Freeman, i:-; 
in active charge of s~tles and has been 
with Young's :Market Colllpany, Inc., for 
several vears. Mr. Freeman is very efli-
cient and ambitiou:;, being a man ,\·ito is 
highly re:;pected hy the trade he serves. 
Tie sounds a timelv warning- tn the effect 
that fish producer~ !'hould he very care- Seated-Manager 
Operating Force Fish Division of Young's Market Co., Inc. 
Franlt C. Lenlt, center; Assistant Manager Max Freeman, left; 
in charge of distribution, right. 
Harrison Harvey, 
,, 
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SURVEY OF FISHING AT 
SANTA CRUZ 
California Fisheries Correspondent 
During the last week o.f January fisher-
men brought in good catches of rock cod, 
codfish, black cod, sole, and some crabs. 
The crab harvest is below normal and 
not steady. Smelts have been sc;uce for 
two months, rbut fishermen predict a run 
of them shortly. On Tuesday and T'hurs-
clay, January 29th and 31st, black cod 
fishermen encountered large schools of 
porpoises. They gaffed some of them 
into the boats and brought them in. The 
Italians soak porpoise in brine and dry 
ii1 the sun, making a salami that tastes 
much_ like beef. Squid are also running. 
Squid when cooked resemble abalonC. 
It is liked by the -Genoese, but blondes 
lire ·warned not to cat it lest their hair 
turn black. 
Fish- of First Quality 
Commercial fishing has for many years 
been one of the chid industries of Santa 
Cruz, the mile:-long municipal· wharf pro-
viding ample space for boat davits and 
warehouses. Four of the largest com-
panies· have_ branche5 here. They are 
Paladini, International, Standard, and 
Western. While the business· at Mon-
terey is concerned mostly with catching 
and canning sardines, Santa Cruz is dis-
tinguished for the variety and quality of 
its fresh fish. In the clear, clean waters 
·af Monterey bay, unpolluted by the oil 
waste of factories or the refuse of great-
citie5, fish. have a delicate flavor that de-
ltghtS the epici.:trc. Even at this time of 
year when storms interrupt activities, 
lllany kinds may be found in the frosted-
~lass cases of local markets. 
Few Abalone Taken 
Abalone SeasOit closed JanuarY 15th 
and opens March 15th. Very few abalone 
:ire taken along the Santa Cruz coast, as 
the limit allowed by law is too small to 
make going after them profitable. Aba-
lone is more plentiful on the Monterey 
side of the bay, where it is sliced and 
packed for distribution throughout the 
state. Clams arc in season but are sim-
ilarly protected. None are shipped from 
Santa Cruz. Clams, like shrimps aitd 
oysters, are shipped to us from northern 
waters. 
Cannery Still Closed 
The Santa Cruz cannery discontinued 
the canning of fish some years ago, due 
to the objections of property owners who 
wish -to keep Santa Cruz a "home city." 
All fish not eaten locally are shipped by 
truck to San Fraitcisco and other points. 
Demand Increasing from San Joaquin 
Paul Hilt, w-ho delivers fish by truck, 
states that the demand for Santa Cruz 
fish is increasing in the San Joaquin val-
ley, clue to improved methods of trans-
portation. He finds some of his best ter-
ritory in Merced county, -where the Del 
1-lonte fruit camps are located. .The Del 
1-fonte peach orchards in Merced county 
are said to be larger in acreage than anv 
others. There are nine camps, seven o-f 
which arc now running during the prun-
ing season. All the camps use Santa 
Cruz fish e\•etV" week when thev an: tJOt 
do:;;ed up. ~ -
Builds Customer's Business 
As another instance of the public's 
grnwing appreciation of quality fi.<>h, 1-lr. 
Hilt mentions the Three Lions Sweet-
shop of Merced, Their fish trade, he 
says, has trebled since they started to 
huy Santa Cruz fish. '.!.'hey now Luy from 
seventy-five to one-hundred-ten pounds 
a week, a considerable amount for one 
nstaurant to handle. The Three Lions 
deserve commendation for the care they 
hrive fish. They have a refrigerated stor-
age chest used for fish only, which keeps 
them perfectly. 
Attracting Sportsmen 
Fishing as a sport is, one of Santa 
Cruz' resort attractions. In fair \veather 
the end of the pier is well lined with 
hook-and-line enthusiasts. They catch 
perch, king fish, jack smelt, and an oc-
casional skate. The trout season is now 
open .in the mountain streams and the 
San Lorenzo, which flows through Santa 
Cruz. The -Santa· Cruz "Sentinel" re-
marks that steelheads caught in the San 
Lorenzo are of large size, weighing from 
two to sixteen.pounds. 'Pwo trout farms 
in the vicinity, one just outside the city 
limit:; the other up in the hills, are in 
cperation. At these places the angler 
catches his trout with greatest ease, pays 
a fee for each caught, and has it cooked 
on the premises. Itishing at the trout 
farms -is too easy to he called sport and 
is disdained by the true Izaac Walton. 
It really comes under the head of_ com-
mercial fishing. 
----'--
AIRPLANE FISH TRANSPORT 
FROM MEXICO 
In the ·tast number of thi.5 journal it 
was predicted .that solne emerprising 
spirit would soon be establishing an air~ 
plane line · fcir the _quick ddiv1!ry of fi~·h 
'to the interior rind remote localitit ~. 
:r-.· <nv comes the- report from .Mcxicah thar 
plans are being formulated for the l"!'l' of 
a.rpbnes in b-an::porting fi.;:J. from thr: 
Gulf of California to Pacific- Coast mar~ 
kt't~-. Murua Martinez, Secrctar: of 
Stall! fnr the northern distrid of I.C<wr-r 
California, who has returned from an air 
trip to San Felipe, chief fishing port on 
the peninsula-, is quoted as authority_ for 
this statement, 
Senior Martiiuiz accompanied Charles 
Rocheville and a group of Long Beach 
men in the Albatross monoplane which 
recently. failed in an attempt to establish 
an enduran.Ce- record over Imperial Val-
ley. 
Landing conditions along the gulf are 
hazardous at present, Senior 1-fartinez 
states, tbut it will not require much ex-
pense to clear and level an area sufficient 
for any type of plane to land. The party 
used an emergency field at San Felipe and 
narrowly escaped damage in making the 
landing, due to the short length of runa-
way, but converting this into a good limd~ 
ing field is no great undertaking, but 
may be accomplished without excessive 
cost. 
Fish arc now being freighted to Mexi-
cali over a 140-mile desert road that is 
almost impassable at times. From there 
forwarded by express or truck to Los 
Angeles and San Diego. The cost of 
maintaining trucks on the present road is 
C!lmost prohibitive, according to those in~ 
tcrested in the gulf fishing industry anrl 
it is believed that airplane transportation 
will he more cconmnical. 
So the outlook is fair that the first air-
line fish tntl'_,.;nort -will g-o into service in 
Southern California. 
MAY REVISE TARIFF AFFECT-
ING FISH TRADE 
From \Vashington, D.C., it is reported 
the attention of men interested in the 
fish trade on the East Coast will be di-
rected toward a revh;,ion of the tariff that 
will affect fish products of all kinds. It 
is reported the Producers' Association 
and the Master 1-fariners' Association of 
Gloucester will study the tariff relating to 
all products in ·whit:h they are interested. 
The manuiacturers are taking steps to 
prepare a schedule to be presented .at 
\Vashington, and the workers also will 
devote considerable time to the tariff as 
it may mean much to them. 
The industry at Gloucester, which is 
taking the lead in the tariff movement, 
feels that it is the victim of injustice 
when fish, skinned ;and boned, is allOwed 
to enter this country on the· samer basis 
as the raw material-namely 1?4-c per 
pound. Previous to a decision_ rendered_ 
a year or so ago the finished ·product _,Vas· 
entered under the rate of' 20c p"er pourid 
and as there is 40 per cent shrinkage 
from the state in which fish is bought 
to that in which it leaves the Canadiil.ll 
shippers sending theii finished Produ"ct 
to Anlerica, the present· tariff offers little 
or no protection tn- either the tradesman 
or laborer. 
A CONTAINER THAT SELLS 
THE GOODS 
A phenomenal: growth in the safes· of 
spiced· herring is- reported by the· B; A.: 
Griffin _Company of -Milwaukee; :\Vis. 
The sales arc attributed due_ largely·- to 
the very attractive glass jars or disti,n~-­
tive shape that 'are being used this ·sea-
son for the first time.· A representative 
oL the company· says: ·"\Ve thought that 
spiced herring was a thing. of. the- past; 
consumed mainly by the older generation 
of immigrants, and that the present gen-
eration were g-etting away froth them 
Completely. Obviously, however; __ from 
the demand we are getting, such. is not 
the case a_nd we attri,?utc it larB"Cly ·to 
our attractive packa,ge. 
The Griffin Comp.iny cures the herring 
on the eastern seabOard in a special sweet 
vinegar brine. In the;r Milwaukc_e-.plant 
they have between 50 and 60 p"c9ple 
working in their spiced herring' depart-
ment, shipping out .an averagC of 1,400 
packages a day. 
-----
A BOUQUET FROM THE STATE 
Walter R. Smith. of the State Fish ·Ex-
change, writes: "Just received-. the San 
Diego number of your California Fisher-
ies. This is the best number yet and l 
·want to congr-atulate you on the fine ap~. 
pcarance and contents of the magazine.'' 
PERSONAL BRIEFS 
1vfr. Sebastian of the Sebastian-Stuart: 
l<ish Company has been dowri from Se-
attle calling on the finn's Los Angeles 
trade, and from reports by his represent-
ative, George E. Naylor, he sold six car-
loads of frozen fish for spot delivery. Mr. 
Sebastian is one of the best known ship-
pers of Seattle and is enjoying a very sat-
isfactorY business in California. 
Roy Janssen of the \Vashington Fish & 
Oyster Company at Seattle was in Los 
Angeles this week callirq:~ on his custom-
ers and trade and looking after various 
other business mattl..'rs. He is a well-
kno\\"n fish shipper of Seattle. 
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HARNESS THAT HINDERS 
Harness is one of man's early inventions. It was 
first fitted on slaYes and beasts of burclet1 in the interest 
of efficiency, ease and economy of effort, so the yoke 
came to be made for the oxen and the more ingenious 
and tomplicatcd gear for the horse. But the imperfect 
harness, the gear that galled the horse or the yoke that 
caused the ox's neck to hecome sore was promptly 
given remedial attention that the animal might be con-
tinued in Service. Otherwise it became useless and an 
object of expense and care. They did attempt to argue 
with the horse or the ox regarding the perfection of the 
harness and to fasten the blame on the animal wearing 
the harness. Neither did they engage counsel and go 
to court in the search of justice. It required no Solomon 
to locate the cause of the trouble and the harness was 
fixed so that the animal could work 
In recent years all manner of harness has been in-
vented and among the most important is the Itnv har-
ness fitted on industrial enterprise and commercial ac-
tivity. The object of these legislative harness inven-
tions is not to hobble or cripple or kill, but to enable 
operation to greater advantage to all concerned, which 
includes the muchly plundered and oft deluded public. 
The faw relating to the packing of sardines and the 
reduction of offal to fertilizer was framed in conferences 
of men engaged in the canning industry and legislators. 
Object and endeavor ·were to protect all interests a·nd 
b..tdopt regulations that would not only be fair and 
tea·sonable but work out to the common interest and 
welfare. It \vas conceded by all that regulationS are 
desirable but it was also recognized that they must be 
somewhat flexible because of so many uncertainties 
and so much of lost time in connection with ocean fish-
ing all of which is carried right through to the canner 
so that ahsolutely ·rigid regulations are certain to \Vork 
ha"dship. 
The men \vho worked out this legislation felt that 
they had done a fairly good job of harness-making-, 
buckled on the way they planned it should be. But with 
~h_anges of state administrations and changes of admini-
strators nf the Fish and Game Commission come:'i 
changes in ideas regarding how the harness should be 
fitted. A letting out here and a cinching up there bas 
so changed the fit of the harness as to make it in places 
galling and unbearable, and this, no doubt, \\·ith the 
best of intent. 
Legal conflict is war, and, like morta1 combat, is in-
effectual in redressing wrongs, multiplying instead of 
indemnifying losses. 
The California Fisheries carries no brief for either 
canners or Commission but is interested in seeing the 
controversy settled in a satisfactory manner. 
The sardine case has taken nn more of the aspects of 
a feud than an adjustment in the relations of the state 
with one of its greatest industries. It is hardly neces-
sary to cripple the horse in order to loosen the collar 
and tighten up the hames. 
Parties to the case are business men of high stand-
ing and good understanding. President Zellerbach. of 
the Fish and Game Commission, is one of the most sue-
cessful business men of the \¥est and the canning com-
panies are equally well known. If both parties would 
come together and touch toes under the conference 
table it is \'ery probable that in t\vo hours an under-
standing \vould be arrived at by which they would go 
forward hand in hand, co-operating for the best inter-
ests of the fishing industry as welfas the people of the 
g-reat State of California. 
SAVING THE SARDINE 
Conservation is saving; saving is economY, and econ-
omy may be well said to be half the' battle of life. But 
like many other things it presents various sides and it 
is often difficult to distinguish the false from. the true. 
True economy means a sound understanding brought 
into action. It is calculation realized; it is the doctritie 
of proportion reduced to practice; it is foreseeing con-
tingencies and providing against them. False economy 
usually comes from a lack of knowledge and a lack of 
perception. The necessity for conservation is imp-res-
sing itself through the depletion of a number of the 
country's natural resources and true consenration mit'st 
be accepted as a wise policy to be supported and sus-
, tained. l\lany suggestions and proposals are presented 
in the name of conservation, however, taking tangents 
fanciful, grotesque and ludicrous. 
The enthusiast who directs his endeavors to . Savhl.g 
the little Sardine is certain to disco'ver at some stage 
of his operations that he has nipped off more than he 
can masticate over night. To begin with the combined 
knowledge of the world regarding the Sardine family 
is not anything to callse expansion of chest even if 
lodged in the mind of a single indi,·idual. What the 
scientist knows of the subject amounts to about as much 
as the proverbial tinker's expletive, applied to any phase 
of econom v, and what the fisherman and the packer 
know is as~ feather weighed against a thousand of htick 
compat~ecl with 1vhat they don't kno,v. The fisherman 
may have knowledge of the presence of Lord and Lady' 
~ardine in certain waters-after arrival. 
Then the fishing is on. 
But the fisherman has no certain knowled!!e 'vhen the 
Sardines conle or where thev come from. Neither does 
he kncnv when they will dePart. They are as tempera-
mental as a movie starette and departure is as Sudden 
as arrival, for without apparent warning they emigrate, 
pursuing themselves, individually and collectively into 
the dim which ness of an inscrutable whence. 
r['hen fishing is off. 
'rhis is about the extent of the fisherman's knowledge 
in the premises. except that storms interfere with the 
catch and sundry other matters along the same line, in-
cluding the fact that most of the Sardines are caught 
Ji\·e or six miles off shore in the light of the moon. 
The packer's knowledge applies specially and Jiar-
ticularly to the Sardine after it has been caught. He 
knows that arrival is erratic. No day may be de-
pended on in certainty for delivery. Nor is there any 
certainty regarding the condition in which it will arrive: 
They know that on the whole a very considerable per-
centage of the delivery is not fit for packing for various 
reasons. .Eady in the season they are brought in from 
~L considerable distance and there is a tendency to in-
finnness which nms as high as fifty per cent. This dis-
appears with steady catCh and quick delivery. But 
even if a Sardine is firm and apparently fit for prime 
pack it may turn out to be a "dud" during the process. 
\Vhat is ordinarily referred to as "red feed" is sonle-
thing the Sardine~ feed on at certain times which ren-
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ders them unfit for packing, and the only thing that 
can be done to salvage is to turn them in for reduction. 
Difficulties of this iHtture are what the packer has to 
deal with besides irregularity of operation. Some days 
delivery is so small that it cannot be handled at a profit 
and then comes the flood when the tendency runs to 
heavy culling. A packer feels that he is doing fairly 
well if he can work without interference for fifteen days 
out of the month, and as the seas·on is about five months 
out of the year it may readily be seen that the packer's 
business life is not made up wholly of smiling Sundays 
of dolce for niente. 
In addition to all this is the matter of State regula-
tion. No man not connected with the business can tell 
,vhat ·fish. should he packed what should be utilized for 
reductiq~_;(,even working on the policy that all that arc 
fit shoulcl_ be packed for food. Furthermore in no two 
canneriC$ ... _will this be the same, and no two days alike 
in the same cannery. Therefore to fix rigid figures re-
garding \~hat shall constitute pack and what may legal-
ly be utilized for reduction to by-products, notably, oil, 
oil-meal·'and fertilizer, is nothing short of absurd and 
foolish, not to say idiotic. A figure might be fixed 
which. would average up· fairly ·well for the season, but 
even such a figure can be but approximate, and latitude 
should be given between maximum and minimum. 
The mail who undertakes the task of Sardine conserva-
tion wiil find here considerable matter for assimilation 
and digestion but simmered down it amounts to only 
the first paragraph of lesson No.2, in the practical study 
of Lord and Lady Sardine. 
No doubt the total catch of all the fishermen in the 
world is but a small fraction of the sum total consumed 
by fellow dwellers in the deep, but the first impression 
in conversion of a food produ·d to fertilizer is that there 
is something wrong about it, something wasteful like 
tossing into the gutter bread and butter which thou-
sands of hungry would accept with gratitude, and this 
ts where the sentiment against rCducing sardihes, or 
any other edible fish to fertilizer comes in. 
'l'here are those who do not hesitate to saj tliat a 
.;;;arcline is worth more to humanity in the form of ferti-
lizer than it is prepared for human consumption. This, 
{JOssibly, is mere conjecture, but it is subject to definite 
demonstration, and here bobs up another phase of con-
;;;ervation. If it be true that a Sardine in the form of 
fertilizer will produce more in peas, corn, cabbages and 
beans than it is worth for its food content, then in con-
~istent pursuance of true conservation why should not 
a law be passed forbidding the canning of Sardines for 
food and directing reduction of all to fertilizer? 
But assuming that this be true, it is doubtful if Lady 
Conservation \Vottld find here an abiding place for any 
great length of time. Comes now the business man 
with the information that there a-:e commercial as well 
as intrinsic balances to he maintained. Prices glide 
around in obedience to supply and demand which may 
over night wholly change the phase of the conservation 
program relating to Sardines even as fertilizer. 
So at this time the most earnest and enthusiastic ad-
vocates of conservation in relation to the Sardine must 
be somewhat handicapped in formulating a p:·ogram of 
conservation that truly conserves. The best we can do 
is"to do the best we can and apply the knowledge at 
hand in a sensible and practical way. taking into con-
sideration all interests. 
POWER IN ORGANIZATION 
Organization in all the various lines of human en-
deavor marks this day and time. Individual efforts are 
for the most part futile to cope with fundamental 
changes in any line of activity. Any considerable por'-
tion of the public is hard to move. Power is necessary, 
and power can be brought to bear. through organiza-
tion, which is why almost every line of business has its 
association. 
· The expression is often heard among men iri the 
fishing industry: "We ought to have an associatiOn to 
advance our interests," but nobody is sufficiently interw 
estecl to spare the time and bear the expense of pro-
moting such an organization. Ies a man's job not 
done in a day. There is so much of this, that and the 
other to be overcome that businesS men are pr'i:me· to 
11pass the buck" and let George do it. However, it iS 
only a question of time-arid let us hope a short tiine-
when men in the fisheries industry will get together 
and bring into existence such an organization, gerieni.l 
conditions proclaiming most emphatically the necessity 
and the urgency therefor. 
The interests of the fiesheries industry are becoming 
so great in importance, presenting so manJI diverse 
phases dealing with widely different influences, that or-
ganization is absolutely necessary to development, 
progress and prosperity. There are new fields to be 
explored and new markets to be developed; there is 
fisheries propaganda to be promulgated; there are leg-
islative remedies to be devised, educational publicity 
to be disseminated and other functions, saying nothing 
of such services involving economy as purchasing 
agency for the membership, agency for the disposal of 
surplus in times of oversupply, legal and advisory serv-
ice, credit and. audit system, etc., etc. 
There is not an individual operator, firm or corpora-
(Continucd on Page 22) 
McCallum Legaz Fish Co., Inc. 
Producers, Distributors, Wholesale Dealers 
FRESH 
FROZEN 
PICKLED 
SMOKED 
SALMON 
HALIBUT 
COD AND 
HERRING 
PACIFIC 
COAST 
SUPER QUALITY 
SEA FOOD 
Producers, Paclwrs and Exporters 
British Columbia and Pnget Sound 
MILD CURED SALMON DRY SAL TED SALMON 
SCOTCH CURED HERRING DRY SALTED HERRING 
Telephone ELiott 2929 SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
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M. H. Isenberg "Shoots Both 
Barrels" In Distribution 
CANADA STRETCHES FISH 
DAY INTO WEEK 
National Fish Day has beeri 'observed 
in Canada for some years and toward the 
close of 1928 efforts were made to ex-
tend the day into a week which were very 
successful. The trade all over the countr}~ 
VVht!n he came from the East nine or 
ten years ago he spent considerable time 
in looking around for sometliing good in 
a business way, and when he finally de-
cided he made no mistake. He bought 
the business of the Zaiser Produce Com-
pany, one of the oldest established houses 
·is freQuently m.ist:aken f,jj. 
a Rabbi'· 
in LoS _Angeles ·and- settled down to-huil_d~ 
ing _it up accol-ding to· his own ideas· and 
methods· a·nd the: result has been a. grad-
ual bUt constant ·expansion. 
Earlier in his. career ii•Ir,_Isenberg com-
bined business with pleasure in the opera-
tion, of a bunch of bowling alleys, and in 
the ·course of operation o·n occasions when 
thC ·pins ·were all down they would "set 
'em up in the other alley!" 'VVhen. he en:. 
tered- the fish business :Mr. Isenberg 
hadn't forgotten the double-bai-reled idea 
and established a double alley, so to speak. 
He probably is one of the heaviest deal-_ 
ers in fresh water fish in Los Angeles-
anyway such is the case so far as this 
journal's infnnnation go"cs-and then, of 
course, he handles salt water fish. \Vhen 
things are slack on the salt side he sets 
'em up in the other alley and verse visa 
or vice versa, It's a great system and 
keeps husittess good all the time. 
Getting fresh water fish for the Los 
Angeles market, however, is no Sunday 
school picnic or Saturday afternoon task 
for a boy with the baseball fever. 1fr. 
Isenberg gets his fresh water fish any-
where he can west of the Rocky Moun-
tains. For a time Idaho was a source of 
supply. Of course no game fish came 
within the scope of his operations, but 
nevertheless the funfishcrmen got busy 
and secured legislation forbidding the 
shipping out of the state of arlv kind oi 
fish for fear game fish might he ~smuggled 
I reported increased sales for fish durin,. out with carp, sue .:ers, etc., and keep the the week and the general public took 
fun-fishing chronically poor. The same much interest in the event. 
thing happened over in the Mormon coun- The Canadian Fisheries Association 
try of Utah. The fish in Utah streams is secured the co-operation of the press all 
principally trout and the game fishermen's over Canada. Editorials and feature 
association of that state which numbers articles appeared in newspapers 'thrOugh-
something over forty thousand _members, out the country while big dailies like the 
sc>vedi up the situation there ·so that even Gazette and Daily Star. of Montreal -ran 
a pollywog could not escape aCross the column editorials and cartoons in,_ support 
harder, and that >vas that. of 'the idea· behind Fish \Veek ' 
!\Ir. Isenberg gets most' of his fresh Posters issued bv 'the Association -i,verc· 
fish from Sacl-amento river points and liberally disPlayed- from coast t6:.c0ast. 
Oregon. The Sacramento river fish are Leaders -in the fishing industry gave.:,ra_dio 
'not the finest in. the world at this par- talks, and the retail._clealers maO~ 5PeciaJ 
ticular time, being rather small, but by efforts to attra'ct the pUblic wi'th -~Vindm,'--
dint of hard scratching and scrambling displays ilild exhibits~''>:-'-.:·,·:--;-'" .. :·.; 
he manag-es to supply his trade in a very Dining car service- by the railrOad ·~rim~ 
satisfactory manner, being very· largely panics and the_ .hotels .. ,:were. -~partiularl:V 
local. His .specialty list includes Carp, helpful in featuring· fish on their m'Ctlt{S 
Suckers, BlaCk Cod, 1viullets, \Vhite Fish, and' a· general publicitY aid.· As a: fesUl't' 
Rock Cod, ·Halibut and Salnion. All the the Canadian F-isherman says· '.'The c.x· 
Jewish- Jish peddlers on this -side. of the tension of National-Fish Day into a week 
desert make headquarters at Isenberg's, . has proved its merits in calling pulJlic a~~ 
but it .takes money to talk him out of his tentioi1 to Canadia's' .fishing indUstry a_rid 
fish. He employs siX inen, operate's fish reSources. It i's ·now an established 
two trucks and has just ordered up an--·.· institutio-n.'.'· - · 
other fine new ·truck which will go into 
Salesroom 'of M. H. Isenberg 
Sam Knppaport, right; Isenberg, Jr., left. 
commission in a few days in the Holly-
·wood trade. He will supply Star fish to 
the stars if they want them, and "the 
price will be right," 
?..-Ir. Isenberg is one of the most enter-
prising and progressive men in the busi-
ness and helieves1 in the idea of fishermen 
getting together in an organization for 
the ('0111!l1Dll good. 
AT A STANDSTILL ON THE 
COLUMBIA 
Arthur Anderson 
At this date, February 21st, weather 
couditions are such that fishing on the 
Columbia is practically at a standstill. 
There will be no steelheads or salmon 
until the weather moderates. 
FISH WEEK GOES OVER BIG. 
IN TORONTO 
- .According ·to r_epOrts from .TOronfO 
National Fish' Week Went over big· in-_that 
city-. It •VaS ·so ·well advertised that the· 
increased demand :was filled with no_-little · 
difficulty.. The- principal fish stores were 
strikingly placarded with invitations to 
eat more fish and displays were· Very at-
tractively arranged. At Arnold's big- store1 
ooposite· the City Hall, a wh"alJ!::haHbut, 
uver ,seven feet iu length, and. weighing 
uvcr 300 lbs. "\\'as i"n the window for a day 
and hitd a big crOwd looking at it< \\•ith 
u.we but nobodv carried it hbme for 
~l-inner. · 
THE .I 
AMERIGAN I 
FISHERIES 
COMPANY• 
Complete wholesalers 
and distributors of 
Western Sea Foods 
The best by test 
In business to satisfy your 
every fresh fish requirement 
Municipal Fish Wharf 
San Pedro, California 
I 
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Pioneer and Prominent Shippers 
Beach, California 
of 
Newport 
FRANK JOE SUTTORA 
The firm of Frank Joe Suttora is one 
that is a distinct asset to the industry 
of Newport Beach and to the state. 
Thev are pioneers in the- business, hav-
ing -been established for 20' years. They 
have seen the development of the fish-
eries of the state from-a small beginning 
to its present proportions. They- are pio-
ne~r smelt shippe-rs and have built up a 
large trade_ extending to the ma:st __ dis-
tanf""scetiot'ls of the state. They also han-
dle -a la-rge- volume·- of-lt'<iJibut, rock bass, 
mackerel, rock cod, jewfish and lobsters. 
Frank Suttora's Fine Market at Newport Beach-
The boss himself on the job. 
Bnsiness is particularly brisk during the 
smelt season- for the fame of the New-
port Beach smelt is well established, being 
uf exceptional fine quality and flavor and 
free from the taint of contaminated wa-
ters. They have refrigeration capacity of 
fiftv tons which takes care of their needs 
ve-iy well. They have five men in their 
employ connected \vith the shipping plant 
and about fifty boats are engaged to fish 
for them exclusively. 
TASTY FOODS FOR THE 
LENTEN SEASON 
The public during Lent is especially on 
the alert for tasty foods to usc in place 
of meat. Gorton Sea Foods are a direct 
answer to this problem, and they offer 
the dealer opportunity for increased 
pro6ts. They arc a. welcome relief from 
meat, and 1because of their delicious 
flavor and surprising variety have found 
a ready place upon the housewife's pan-
try shelf. They are easy to prepare, and 
(:conomical to buy. These are compelling 
reasons why you should check up your 
Gorton stock and be ready for extra 
profits throughout the Lenten period. 
Fish is very healthful food atHI is cap-
;,blc for an infinite variety of delicious 
serving. methods. But because of the 
trouble of handling and preparing, it used 
to appear on the daily menu, far less than 
it deserved. And right there a vote of 
thanks is due the Gorton-Pew Fisheries 
of Gloucester, Mass., for popularizing and 
increasing the use of ,fish by making it 
much easier for the housewife to handle 
:ind serve. 
'J'nke codfish cakes, for an example. 
Remember how the fish had· to be -fresh-
ened and shredded: the- potatoes pared, 
boiled and mashed; then the two care-
fully mixed and seasoned; all this work 
before the final shaping and frying? 
One day Gorton got an idea about fish 
cakes. Why should the housewife have all 
that troublesome work· to do before she 
can .serve fish cakes? So the factory got 
busy, and after a long period of cxpcri,. 
menting, and incidentally, getting the 
house-..vife's opinion of each ·step, there 
·was produced the famous Ready-to-Fry 
Cod· Fish Cakes. 
Gorton's Kod-i-kook Brand Salt Cod-
flsh iS ·another popular Gorton prOduct. 
Consisting of thick choice steaks of the 
best codfish, it makes a most delicious 
~;vJt fish dinner. Other Gorton products 
are: Flaked Fish, Clam Chmvder, Codfish 
A View of Protec;tion Harbor at 'Newport Beac;h, 
California 
in Cans, Finnan Haddie in Jars, Gorton's 
Codfish in Cartons, etc. 
1'he Gorton Company has attractive 
counter and w-indow cards. They at·e 
yours for the asking. Get in line with 
your jobber and ask his advice, and mean-
time get ready for the Lenten season. 
FISH MARKETS CONSOLIDATE 
AT LONG BEACH 
The Pike and Pier Fish Market under 
the management of John A .. Leach, and 
the Deep_ Sea Fish l\·farket. under the 
management of Jack H. Maurer, have 
formed a merger or consolidation. The 
business -..vill he known as the Deep Sea 
Fish Market and will be temporarily lo-
cated on Cedar Avenue until their new 
building is completed at 111 South Pine 
which, according to information, will he 
~tc of the finest retail fish markets in 
, le state: Th~y have their 'awn independ-~nt _ refngerat10n, together with refrig-b~~or sho.w case, and will have an icc 
r . c, apactty of 50 tons, and it is be-
leVee the,Y wi!l turn out 75 tons per 
jnonbth. The. ;I?tkc and Pier Fish Market 
ms een in·. b'Usiness 27 ·years under the m8 ana~~ment of Mr. Leach and the Deep ea l~ tsl M l · l ' ten 1 ar cet tas been in business 
'I years under the ·tnanagement of Mr 
lv aurer 'rh • • ll l · 
out th · _ cy arc we cn_own through-
e state and are well_ respected. 
THE J. P. HORMAN FISH CO. 
in 1he. J. P. Horman Fi::;h Co. has been 
Ustness at Newport Beach for seven years and th b . . 
, • I"' c"· egmnmg of each suc-
ceec tng Year has found it making forward .J_rog.res~ •. and,,~uilding up a good trade, 
. l;e tlonnan companY is strictly a whole.: h~tib 10Us.e handling rock bass,· rode cod; 
Th . ut, le-.,-...:fish, mackerel and lobsters; 
t ~tr. shtppmg tr<t;de extends all over the ~ a t:; an~ 15 supplied by a fleet of no in-
b on~tdefira~le proportions. They have fift-.,; 
oa s slung for them. -
1 '~he !~lorman company· are also heaV}i f ea ers tn smelts of both varieties. So 
. .ar h_s known, District 19 is the only onci 
tn t e state where_ smelt are pulled out; 
on ·the beach by dragriet with horse · 
~~~IPmet}l, but so long as dobbin holds:: 
tto and. ts able to handle the job there is 
TPartlctilar cause for complaint. ' h~ ~lorman company employs fivC 
men 111 tts shipping department Equip-' 
lllent fo h dl" · · business r., .. ~n .. mg tts la;ge vo!ume of 
l . l 1· ts .. aJJlple and thts applies par-tcu ar y to th f · • l"·l T . e re ngerattng plant. Re; 
Ita l_t tty 15 an outstanding feature in the ntsmess reput 1• f h Fish C a !Ott o -t e J. P. Horman 
- 1_ 
0
··- and fatr and 1,square deali'ng has 
mar ~ed every step of its career.· 
Wholesale Quarters of the J. P. Horman Fish Co 
at Newport Beach, California ·• 
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OREGON SHIPPERS 
-==--~ 
--~--
Chas. Feller, Inc. 
Wholesale Fish Dealer 
MARSHFIELD, OREGON 
Umpqua Fish, Storage and 
Supply Company 
Exclusive Producers of 
BRIGGS JERKED FISH 
-SEAFOOD SUPREME--
Gardiner, Oregon 
Empire Cold Storage 
and Packing Company 
Mi:d Cured Salmon, Fresh Fish, Hard Salt 
Salmon, Halibut, Blaok Cod and Herring 
Empire, Coos Bay, 
Oregon 
J. R. Burke Collier H. Buffington 
Gold Beach Packing Co. 
BANDON, OREGON 
Fresh, frozen, mild cured and canned salmon 
Unexcelled Service 
COAST FISHERIES 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
Specializing in Salmon, Crabs and Crab Meat 
Shad and Shad Roe 
We Own and Operate Our Own Fleet of 
Fishing Boats 
WIRE US FOR PRICES 
-REEDSPORT, OREGON-
Sunset Fish Co. 
Producers and Distributors 
of Chinooks, Stee:heads, Silvers and Bright 
Falls Salmon 
WHEELER, OREGON 
NEWPORT FISH COMPANY 
CRAD MEREDITH, Manager 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS 
Of .Salmon, Halibut, Ling 
Cod and Snappers 
NEWPORT, OREGON 
OACK .. ,RS or~E:FAMOUS 
H. W. KLElN, Mgr. 
Nehalem Bay Fish Co. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
Chinooks, Steelheads, Silvers and Bright Fall 
Salmon 
WHEELER, OREGON 
OREGON FISH CO. 
Columbia River Smelts 
Als·o, 
Wholesale Dealers and Shippers 
Fresh, Salt' and Smoked Fish, Crabs, Clams, Oysters and 
Various Sea Foods 
Telephone Atwater 5 12 7 
143 Front Street Portland, Oregon 
J. H. REEVES-FISH BROKER 
Sales Agent for Firms from Seattle to San Diego 
:;.,,_ Accounts Solicited 
Shipper of Salmon, Shad, Carp, Suckers, Etc. 
809 E. 76th St. N., Portland, Oregon 
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A GOOD PRECEDENT 
Press reports from Detroit state that the Ford Motor 
Company has discharged itS entire legal staff, closing 
up and shutting clown its legal department. In taking 
this step Henry Ford again shows that he is a courage-
ous and independent business man as well as mechani-
cal genius, and sets a precedent which other large in-
dustrial concerns will consider and some will act upon. 
The maintenance of legal departments has grown to 
:'ttch outrageous· proportions as to constitute one of the 
major items of overhead expense, and, for the greater 
part, quite unnecessary. In days not so long sync one 
lawyer was considered ample and sufiicient to conduct 
a case in any court. Now there is marshaled a platoon 
or a battery of so-called legal talent to try almost any 
foolish and frivilous issue or contention which selfish, 
narrow-minded, obstinate, bigoted, perverse at1d pugnac-
ious humanity can hatch and brew from a world of con-
tention and drag into court-provided, of course, the 
litigants have the necessary funds to cover retainers 
and fees. 
Justice is not only embarrassed by a multiplicity of 
laws, it is all but lost in a wilderness of legislative en-
actments which every year is growing more dense. 
Practice is fast becoming a presto-pocus whi<;h picks 
your pockets while the law beams blandly. Lawyers 
are too often retained, not fo.r compliance v.rith the law, 
but for evasion and ·defiance. By sending lawyers to 
Congress and state legislatures a legal web has been 
woven in which it is becomin~ more and more difficult 
for business and industry to operate without calling in 
and paying tribute to the legal fraternity. In abolish-
ing his legal department Mr. Ford is not wholly free 
from the web but he has taken a step in the right direc-
tion and set an example which business and industry, 
hlg and little, should consider in seriousness and follow 
in principle. 
FRANK VAN CAMP, Pres. 
THE VAN CAMP SEA FOOD CO. INC. 
Packers of 
THAT FAMOUS "WHITE STAR TUNA" 
And Various Other California Sea Foods 
Home Office-Terminal Island, Calif. 
======================= 
THE INJUNCTION CASE DECISION 
The net results of several years of litigation between 
the State Fish and Game Commission and Fish Can-
ning companies is to attach a definition to the two 
words "offal" and "capacity"-that is,, for the time be-
ing. The higher courts may, be called on to act as dic-
tionary and find it means something different from 
the construction placed on it by Judge Tappaan, of the 
Superior Court of Los Angeles cou11ty. 
In the injunction case decided on the 2d instant after 
six clays of contintwus testimony-taking, the construction 
o·f "capacity was shifted in meaning from the amount 
of fish purchased for canning purposes, as held by the 
State, to the total capacity of the canning machines 
installed in each cannery, and the word 11offal" is ac-
cepted to mean all fish legitimately discarded as unfit 
for canning purposes, instead of just the head and 
cleanings. 
Had a definite construction been placed on these 
words in the law when it was passed, all this ltiigation 
would have been avoided, and the sensible thing to do 
at this time is for all concerned to get together, decide 
on what is fair and just and appeal to the legislature 
for amendment or new legislittion inStead of to a 
higher court, for it is evident that no court decision 
will prove acceptable to both parties. 
Be sensible! 
Judge Tappaan, who heard the injunction case of the 
State Fish and Game Commi.sSion against two fish 
packing companies, thought it advisable to secure 
ground-floor and first-hand and "low-down" informa-
tion by visiting canning plants on Terminal Island and 
about the harbor. In the suit it was sought to revoke 
license and close the cannerie.S for a period of three 
months as a penalty for alleged violation of law. Clos-
ing a cannery for three months is tantamount to clos-
ing it for a year, i.vhich in soine instances would mean 
putting it out of business perihanently, and justice con-
sists of clo~ng no :injury to those \Vhom it serves. 
Fish can be marketed inland today ten times the disC 
tance that it could be carried ten years ago. Why 
should not the shipper be enjoying prosperity? A tid 
better days are to come. An era of progress and 
development pertaining particularly to this industry is 
just opening. The spirit of improvement and invention 
is stirring. · 
OREGON SHIPPERS 
TINT'S FISH MARKET 
Wholesale Distributors of 
Columbia River Salmon, Carp, Suckers and Smelts 
Also all kinds of Fresh, Salt, Smoked and Pickled Fish, 
Oysters, Clams, Crabs, etc. 
Telephone Atwater 3511 
206 Yamhill Street Portland, Oregon 
J. E. Lawrence & Co. 
MERCHANDISE BROKERS 
General Sea Foods and Fish Products 
242 Salmon Street Portland, Oregon 
I c. A. SAUBERT COMPANY 
WHOLESALE FRESH AND COLD STORAGE FISH 
ROYAL CHINOOKS AND SUILAW SILVERS 
CUSHMAN, OREGON 
Steve Duemovich, Owner and Manager 
WESTERN FISH COMPANY 
Wholesale Distributors 
Columbia River Salmon and other Marine Products 
SPECIALIZING IN CRABS AND CRAB MEAT 
Branches: Bay Center, Wash., Walport, Oregon 
124-126 First Street Portland, Oregon 
Telephone Broadway 3690 ]. F. Meehan, Manager 
PORTLAND FISH COMPANY 
SALMON AND HALIBUT-Also Fresh, Smoked, Pickled 
Fish and Oysters 
All Orders Filled at the Lowest Market Price 
34 Front Street Portland, Oregon i 
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. ~I WASHINGTON SHIPPERS 1['; i! ~1 . . . . 
E. ]. Whitman, President Est, 1892 
HAINES OYSTER co. 
Largest shippers of shellfish on the Pacific Coast 
Puget Sound Scallops, Shrimpmeut, Crabmeat, Olympia Oysters, 
Rock Point Oysters, Deep Sen Crabs, Clams and all other shellfish. 
-QUALITY ALWAYS-
Telephone Main 6800 
Pier No. 12• Seattle, Washington 
Dressel-Collins Fish Co. 
Wholesale Dealers 
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, Smoked, Kippered and Canned 
Fish, Oysters, Crabs an<! Clams 
Telephone. Main 3181-3182 
Office and Plant, Pier No. 12, foot "of Wall Street 
Seattle, Washing~on 
"If It Swims, We Have It" 
Palace Fish and Oyster Co. 
WH.OLESALE DEALERS 
Fresh and Frozen Halibut and Salmon and all other 
Fresh Fish illi Season 
Also Crabs, Clams, Oysters and Shrimps 
819 Railroad Ave •. Seattle, Washington 
WHEN YOU ARE IN DOUBT 
Get 'in touch with the 
WHIZ FISH CO. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
FRESH, SALT AND SMOKED FISH 
Whiz Dock, Seattle, Washington 
West Coast Fish Week 
All who are connected or interested in the 
fishing industry should get actively behind the 
movement and push it along. Arrange for a 
local program that will attract public atten-
tion. Assistance along this line will be ren-
dered as soon as the organization is formed. 
Do your part now. Fill out the blank on 
Page 4. 
I 
I 
. 
~-- .. 
! 
San Juan Fishi~g 
& Packing Co., Inc. 
I WHOLESALE DEALERS, PACKERS AND SHIPPERS OF 
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, Smoked 
and Canned Fish 
ALSO: F resb prime chilled Salmon and Halibut 
Steaks wrapped. in parchment pap¢r bearing SanJ 
Juan trade mark and packed in small, convenient· 
size fiber packages. . .. 
. 
-BRANCHES-
Seward, Alaska - 'Pori: Lawrence, Ala~ka • Ket~h:ikan, 
Alaska . Uganik Bay, Alaska . Port San · Juan,-
Alaska- - Tutka Bay, Alaska . Pacific Fisheries co·~. 
LTD., Prince Ruperl, B. c. 
.: •.. j . 
ST .. FOOT OF STACY ' 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
. .: . 
. 
ABERDEEN FISH co. 
John Hannula, Jr:;, '·pj.Op: 
Producers aitd Dis,t"ributoru 
Throughout the year of Salmon, Steel-heads, Chin:o_oks 
and Silvers 
-NO CLOSED SEAsON-
Telephone Aberdeen , .. :·sao · 
200 South G Street Aberdeen, Washington 
TACOMA FISH AND PACKING COMPANY 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS 
OF FRESH, FROZEN AND SMOKED FISH 
1107 
Specializing in Puget Sound Salmon 
Dock Street Telephone Main 1061 Tacoma, Washington 
. 
M. j. Berg,' Mana.ger 
The Klevenhusen Packing Co., Inc. 
Packers and Exporters 
Also Wholesale Shippers of 
Frsh and Frozen Salmon, Halibut and man.y varieties 
of Sea F ooda-also mild cured Salmon 
HEAD OFFICE: ALTOONA,· WASHINGTON 
In communicating with advertisers kindly men-
lion The California Fisheries. 
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Whoopee From the Fish Wharfs 
·'The last issue of your magazine looked 
good and the picture gallery of the San 
'nil!go bunch wasn't so bad considering 
the material," said Pete 1-lusante, secrc-
t~try and treasurer of the Van Camp Or-
ganizations. "Ntnv if you had printed 
~P. 21,776 across the hreast of Joe Ca-
will_o ~e \\iOUld have looked a:; natural 
as hfe. 
Letters are being received almost daily 
.:tt this office inquiring the address of 1-h. 
Stogie, Mystery of the San Diego fish 
wharf. The letters all seem to be from 
jeminine. admirers of his frontispiece as 
illumined iti the San Diego number of 
The California Fisheries. This journal is 
not in possession of his cave number but 
it is the third cleft to the left from the 
main opening at La Jolla. The popular-
ity of cavemen seems to continue. 
L. 1L Bowlus, of the San Louis Fish 
Co., informs this department that he is 
now in position to give AI Smith a job. 
Business has picked up to such an extent 
that he can:· use a man with a good line 
of talk like 'Friend AI, but in case the 
Inrmer Democratic candidate for president . 
has landed something permanent he will 
try and worry along with some !t!ss dis-
tinguished individual, but h~.ving made a 
11romise before election l\{r. Enwlus wants 
it understood that he is reml:r to keep his 
word. -
The best kno\\Ttl pair of pelicans on the 
.c;oast is Bill and Jerry, pets of Piano 
Larco, of the S. Larco Fish Co., Santa 
Barbara. AlJ the boys moving up and 
down the coast know Bill and Jerry and 
will be sorry to learn that all is not jerry 
with Bill. He is a sick pelican, but just 
what the trouble is none of the ornitho-
locical practitioners, chiropractors or 
nsteotlaths have been able to make out. 
His appetite is gone and that is a fatal 
symptom \vith a pelican. It is suspicionccl 
1hat Piano, who acts as valet and chef 
de cuicine for his big-billed pets, ran out 
of fresh sardines and tossed him a packed 
ration without opening the can. Any-
way Jerry is sick-for the first time in his 
thirty years' sojourn in the salubrious 
dime of Santa Barbara and this is also 
the first he has been known to miss a 
meal. 
George Shapro, Lord High Hopper of 
the Busy and Blessed Brotherhood of 
Fleas de.sires to announce that the pass-
word of the order has been changed and 
the vmrd for 1929 is now ready for pro-
111Ulgation. All paid-up fleas and in good 
standing should communicate with him at 
~•nee for the new word which is Hop-to-it. 
H. L. Miller, secretary of the American 
Fisheries Co., San, Diego, is reported still 
~noking for the party that is responsible 
lor the caption under his portrait in the 
San Diego number of this fisheries jour-
nal. However, it is not known \vhether 
lte desires to present a card of thanks or 
whether he desires to caress him, her or 
it wit'h the soft s"ide of a scantling. It 
By COUNT VOl\_ WHIFFLETREE 
will therefore he well for the guilty party 
to approach his presence with a ·wary 
eye. 
E. J, Ghio, secretary-treasurer of the 
American Fishermen's Protective Asso-
ciation writes suggesting that a Fisher-
men's 1Iatrimonial Bureau be opened 
under the auspices of the whoopee Depart-
ment of this journal. 1Ir. Ghio explains 
YCry carefully that it is in no way a per-
sonal interest, being a very shy bachelor 
himself, but there are many lonesome 
fishermen who are members of the asso-
ciation, and of course, under his inune-
diate protectioh. A sort of a co-operative 
arrangement with Fisheries for publicity, 
however, he feels might' bring ahout some 
highly desirable results. The matter is 
taken under advisement. 
In our last issue of The California 
Fisheries our staff photographer made 
a photo of Mr. Ghio with his hat off, 
and no doubt our readers will remember 
his hair \vas not perfectly in place-
Therefore ·we thought as long as Mr. 
Ghio would be in on the ladies "stuff"-
wc had hetter start the good thing right 
by having another photo of him, so the 
g-irls would immediately recognize the 
Mr. Ghio in Parade Dress 
desirahility of seeing him at his best. Sn 
with much persuasion on our p~trt we 
were successful in having him pose fur 
the ncco111panying picturl', 
ln order to start the thing off right 
we suggest the girls write direct to Mr. 
Ghio a.t his San Diego address-don't 
be backward, all applicants will be con-
sidered-especially those who love "vino'' 
and fish. 
Tn San Francisco we have .a very good 
friend in Hcnrv Dowden. He has indi-
cated his willillgncss to cooperate 1vith 
11.s at all times. However he :advised that 
he is nut interested in giving 1vir. Cuenin 
sport writer for the San l''rancisco Ex~ 
aminer the exclusive gas rights of the 
new city, inasmuch as Cuenin has lost 
considerable pressure nf late. VVe regret 
this very n~uch _as ~fr. Cuenin ;,vas going 
st:ong for a wlulc, but we presume some-
thtng has happened to striped bass and 
the Sacramento River situation. Perhaps 
the. sportsman element have not paid 
thetr one dollar per year dues as yet. 
::\.fr ... Scbasthu1 of the Sebastian-Stuart 
Fish Co., Seattle, paid Southern Califor-
nia a visit recently but for some unknown 
_reason "Spider" ·was not along. From 
2rl-hand, unofficial information it is glean-
ed that he played a leading part in an 
al;nost fatal accident. VVhat made the 
shll blo·w up nobody seems to know but 
the r;obabilities arc that the proof' \Yas 
too htgh. Anyway when "Spider" came 
down he landed in a hospital and hasn't 
been able to get out since .. 
Crad 1vferedith, who was recentlv elec·t-
ed president nf the Chamber at Com-
merce of Newport, the all year BeacJt. ~esort on the Roosevelt Highwav. findS 
tmw. hetween attending banque-ts and. 
mal_ong w~wopec for N e1vport to drop 
a lme. saytng: "\Ve ar~ delighted with 
your Jo.urnal. It is just what we necd-
sometlung to stir things up." · 
WHAT'S IN A NAME? 
Fishermen .a,re said to ·be among the 
most superstl.ttous of people and ho\v..: 
~ver mt;ch sc1ence is replacing ·prejudice 
Ill the .mdustry, fisherman's luck is still 
somt:;,th!ng to. be courted, and the most 
soph.lshcated IS particular about the name 
of Ius boat. There are nameS among the 
800 b?<~:ts of San Pedro which vary from 
the ndrculous to the sublime and from 
the l';'himsical to the unirnagim1tive and 
practical. The name of the boat Fish 
h.ardly leaves anything to the imagina-
tion. 
Aloha, on the other hand, is the name 
of. another .boat. "Viva La Liggiera" is 
lmghtly pamted on the bow of a third 
craft, being French for hurrah for the 
hum. Tillikum, the name of one uf: the 
Iwats, is Kanuck for friend. 
~olsheviki is also a fishing boat's name, 
as JS Harvatska, Admiral, Abebono, Ama-
zon, Anacapa, Asahi, Angel, Bill Dug-
Chin;l Paint, Luckv Girl 1-h· Owtl' 
Nymph, Sunkist, Sun-shine, ~nd Sunbeam: 
PUTTING IN ATLAS ENGINES 
The Atlas Imperial Branch Agencv at 
Terminal Island, under the managc1i1ent 
of. 0. \V. Beckman, reports they are in-
stalling six Atlas Imperial engines listed 
as follows: One 30-horsepower to go in a 
yacht at Newport Beach; one 40-horse-
P?wcr lo go into a pleasure boat; one 
0J-horsepower to go into a fishing boat 
m San Pedro; one 200-horscpower going 
into the boat Flamingo; one 180-horse-
powcr and one 250-horsepower going- into 
boats which have not been named. 
$200,000 IN FISHING NETS 
The amount paid by San Pedro fisher-
men ior nets runs up to more than $200,-
000 a year. One firm alone sells nearlv 
that amount and it is not alone in th'e 
field. 
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SACRAMENTO-MONTEREY 
--
MEREDITH FISH COMPANY 
Wholesalers of Sacramento River Salmon, 
Catfish, Striped Bass and Shad 
LARGEST SHIPPERS IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
P. 0. Box No. 954 Tel. Main 545 
116 Eye Street, Sacnunento, California 
New Capital Fish Co. 
Wholesale Dealers in 
FRESH FISH 
QUOTE US ON YOUR FISH 
Phone Main 695 
1117 Third Street Sacramento, Calif. 
'l'clephone Modn 475 EST. 1880 
TONG SUNG COMPANY 
Commission Merchants and oldest Fish Shippers in 
Northern Californa 
Branch: Reno, Nevada .. 916 Third St., Sacramento, Cal. 
STOCKTON 
P. BUSALACCHI & BROS. 
WHOLESALE FISH. pEALERS 
Also 
Producers and Shippers of Catfish, Shad, 
Striped Bass and Salmon 
Standing Orders Solicited 
PHONE Stockton. I 032 or 4095 
29~31 E. Channel St. Stoclcton, California 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
Established 1918 Telephone 864 
SAN LUIS FISH COMPANY 
Wholesale Dealers of Fresh Fish and Shell Fish 
581 Dana Street P. 0. Box 305 San Luis Obispo, Calif. 
SANTA BARBARA 
Wire for Our Quotations Established 1870 
s. LARCO FISH COMPANY 
We ship everywhere--all kinds of California Sea-foods. 
Special attention given to standing orders. 
SERVICE PAR-EXCELLENCE 
Specializing in Lobsters-Live and Cooked 
214 State Street Santa Barbara, California 
In communicating with advertisers ldndly men-
tion The California Fisheries. 
I. Takigawa, Pres., Mgr. Est. Since 1902 
Pacific Mutual Fish Co., Inc. 
Producers and Distributors of 
FRESH FISH 
SHIP ANYWHERE 
Wr:te us regarding SHELL and SLICED 
ABALONE, MILD-CURED SALMON, SAR-
DINES and ANCHOVIES in brine or dry salted. 
Telephone 368-P.IO. Box T 
Cable Address "Pac-Mutual" 
23~25-27 Municipal Wharf, Monterey, California 
T. Hamaguchi. Proprietor 
Central California Fish Company 
Producers and Shippers of Ali Kinds of Fresh Fish 
Shippers: Quote us your fish-Standing orders solicited 
Telephone 196- P.O. Box No. 96 
Municipal Wharf, Monterey, California 
SANTA MONICA 
PALACE FI~H COMPANY 
Shippers, quote us-on Hntbut, Salmon, Striped Bass, Roc, 
Shad, Catfish, Shrimps and all kinds of Specialties 
Established si.nce 1904 Santa Monica, Calif. 
EST. 1920 JIM MATTHEWS, PROP. 
MATTHEWS FISH COMPANY 
Dealers in all kinds of fresh fish-Shippers quote us on specialties 
SANTA MONlCA, CALIFORNIA 
NEWPORT BEACH 
J. P. HORMAN FISH co. 
WHOLESALING 
Halibut, Rock Cod, Rock Bass, Macltercl, Jcwfish and Smelts 
Telephone 350-W Newport Beach, Calif, 
FRANK SUTTORA FISH co. 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS 
Halibut, Rod£ Cod, Rock Bass, Mackerel, Jewfish and Smelts 
Telephones 269 or 134 Newport Bench, Calif. 
-~~ 
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' ' SENTIMEN± EXERESSED IN 
FAVOR: OFWESE.COAST 
ASSOC~TIONi 
From letters coming to the California 
Fisheries and from personal expressions 
in conversation ·with members of the 
staff the idea of a \Vest Coast Associa-
tion is a matter that is uppermost in 
the minds of many. Little, if anything 
concrete on the subject has been ex-
pressed, ~ut. the fact that it. is brought 
forward mdrcates not only mterest but 
the fact that the need of such an organ-
ization is felt to remedy existing Cvils 
that prey on the industry very seriously. 
There are many \vays in which such . 
an association can function and the activ-
ities that should be included forms one 
of the most important questions in this 
connection. There are manv matters that 
can be coordinated into a- concrete ser-
vice including market problem;;, credits, 
transportation, educational publicity, de-
velopment of markets and new methods, 
centralization of freezing and storage, 
general cooperation, etc., etc. M.any 
minds concentrating thought should be 
able to bring out something practicable, 
and expressions on the subject are invit-
cci for publication. Letters should be 
short and to the point, and mail early 
\vith Mr. Hovden, and originated in the 
the next number. 
AMERICAN SALMON AT A 
DISADVANTAGE 
According to published reports the in-
creasing stringency of government fishing 
regulations in Alaska, as well as other 
factors affecting production in the Pacific 
states, has brought about a gradual in-
crease in costs each season for some years 
past; while the course of foreig-n produc-
tion was shown last season by one of 
the largest packs in the history of British 
Columb·a, and a 50 per cent increase 
over the best previous record in Kam-
chatka, whose pack includes a large pro-
portion of Pinks which apparently can-
not be readily disposed of in tl]e usual 
markets for Siberian goods. 
Neither S:bCria nor Canada have a verv 
large home consumption, the former e;-
pecially relying entirely on exrwrt mar-
kets. On the other hand, a light run of 
fish in American waters -would greatly 
increase the cost of raw material to our 
ow'n packers, already set·iously handi-
capped by fishing restrictions. Under 
tbcse conditions it seems evident that the 
present duty of 15 per cent ad valorem 
will no longer be sufficient to prevent the 
dumping of foreign salmon on the Amer-
ican market at prices lower than should 
properly be received for the domestic 
product. 
MONTEREY CANNER ADOPTS 
INNOVATION IN PACKING 
A ne\v method of cooking California 
sardines has been adopted by the K. 
Hovden company, sardine packers of 
}·lonterey. K. Hovden, head of the com-
pany, describes this plan as the "pre-
cooking" method and cla:ms that it will 
revolutionize the whole system of pre-
paring the fish for the cans. 
According to this method, the sardines 
arc cooked thoroughly in steam in spiral 
"pre-cookers," developed by Anderson-
Barngrover engineers in· collaboration 
1vith Mr. Hovden, and originated in lhc 
thought that an enlarged exhaust box 
would provide sufficient cook for the 
sardines and would substitute for the 
oil fry. To use Mr. Hovden's words, the 
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"pre-cookers" are- really large cooking 
boxes. 
Mr. Hovden exprcssC-s the belief that 
the "pre-cooking-" method is nearest to 
the home kitchen in the preparation of 
the fish. The fish are touched by hand 
only at the cleaning machines and at the 
packing tables. At no time in the process 
:!re the fish cooked, allowed to cool and 
then heated again. 
Five pre-cookers are in operation at 
the Hovden Monterey plant. 
ALASKA CONSOLIDATED CAN-
NERS BOUGHT BY SKINNER 
&EDDY 
One of the big-gest transactions in the 
history of the Pacific Coast salmon in-
dustry is reported from Seattle in the 
purchase of the six southeast Alaska can-
ning plants of Alaska Consolidated Can-
neries, Inc., by Skinner & Eddy through 
its Sunny Point Packing Company. This 
gives the Skinner & Eddy interests a 
group of ten canneries, nine of ·which 
arc in Southeast Alaska, with an annual 
production, based on the average of the 
last six years, of not less than 650,000 
cases. 
SEA FOOD FOR HEALTH 
Dr. Royal S. Copeland 
U. S. Senator: from New- York 
·•For many years I have advocated a 
greater consumption of fish. It seems a 
pity to me that a protein food so val-
uable as this should be neglected by our 
people. Fish day should not be one day 
a week-it should be every day of the 
week. Health and long life are promot-
ed by free use of this digestible and nour-
ishing food. 
"Many of our people are COt)ntry born. 
They are familiar with fresh water fish, 
btlt are unfamiliar with the many 1-ra.rie-
ties of finned type out of the ocean. 
There is no more important piece of pub-
lic health education than to point out the 
m<1ny varieties of sea fish and their re-
lationship to health. 1T'he vitamins and 
Tninerals, as well as the proteins and fats, 
found in fish are of great value to the 
human family." 
DO YOUR PART 
Support This Magazine By 
Taking a Year's 
Subscription 
The California Fisheries, 
Municipal Fish Wharf, 
San Pedro, California. 
Gentlemen: 
Here's my $2.95 for 1 year's subscription. 
Signed, 
Name ........................................ . 
Address 
City ..................... State 
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SAN DIEGO 
Fred W. Schellin, Pres. E.]. Ghio, Secy. and Treas. 
American Fishermen's Protective Assn. 
ACTIVE AND PROGRESSIVE 
Membership-! 03 Boats, average 4 Fishermen to Boat 
Transacts all business contingent to our association 
Telephone: 3-1804 
867 Harbor St. P.O. Box 875 San Diego, Calif. 
JOHN N. VITALICH. Managec EStablished 1915 
CHESAPEAKE FISH CO. 
Wholesale Dealers in all kinds of 
CALIFORNIA FRESH AND SAL TED FISH 
Specializing-
LOBSTERS 
Live and Cooked 
849 Harbor Street 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
I Van Camp Organizations : 
Producers of Supreme Quality Sea Foods I 
LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS I 
Texas Shipments mad direct from San Diego J 
We are the largest handlers of Fresh Fish 
m California 
WIRE FOR PRICES 
867 Harbor Street, San Diego, Calif. 
LAWRENCE OLIVER, Manager Established ! 908 
AMERICAN FISHERIES CO. 
Wholesale Dealers in and Shippers of 
SAL TED, DRIED and PICKLED FISH 
Salted Barracuda, Yellowtail and Jewfish 
Lobsters in Season:--Live and Cooked 
WE SPECIALIZE IN Fi>'h Fertilizer and Fish Oil 
G,t Ouc Pdm in Cac-lot; Boloco Conlcaoting El;owhm I 
H~bor Str~~iR~ ... ~OR QU_0_~-ATION~an Dieg_~~--- Calif."-~ 
I Cha:rles A. Landers SEA FOOD lli\OKErt 
i 
' i 
San Diego Trade Serving the 
Producers Accounts Solicited ~~ 
pal Pier Bldg.-....... . ........ _ ---·- _ San Diego, Ca~if. 
I PcomTr;'dTHi' UNION FISH CQMPA~Y 1908 ~,, 
Direct Wholesale Dealers in Fre:;h and Salt Fish 
LOBSTERS-Live and Coolmd 
Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
. . --·· 
STELLAR FISH COMPANY -~ 
1<. o. SHIMA, 11-tnnnoer I 
Wholosnln Frosh Fish nnd Lobsters I 
Spocinllzlnm to the Jnpnneso Trade-fully understnntlln!l quality or Fresh Fish 
tlu~lrod especially Tuna, Yellowtail, BIUTI\outla, Mullets, Sen.bn.n, Etc, 
825 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
. ,.ce 'Jr 
SHIPPERS Ji 
-
F. BUONO, Gen. Mgr. P. CRIVELLO, Secretary 
San Diego Fishermen's Association, Inc. 
--KEENLY ALERT--
Directing the wants of our Membership, aggregating 
85 Boats, average 4 Fishermen to the Boat. 
Telephone Franklin 2714 
825 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
H. DAKIS, Proprietor Established 1914 ·1 
OUR 
San Diego Fisheries Co. 
Direct Wholesale Dealer in Fresh Sea~Food 
SPECIALTY--LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS 
SHIPPED EERYWHERE . 
Wire Us for Quotation-We Respect Standing Orders 
Telephone: Main 9698 
815 Harbor Street Box 77 San Diego, Cali[ 
If It Swims We Have It ••• 
The People's Fish Company 
Producers and Distributors of 
ALL KINDS OF CALIFORNIA SEA FOODS 
Special attention to Hotels and Restaurants 
Especially LOBSTERS-Uve and Coolted 
Fresh, Smolte-d, Shell and Fresh Water Fish in Season 
TELEPHONES: Main 4158 and 4159 . 
869 Harbor St. P. 0. Box 1205 Snn Diego, Calif. 
POWER IN ORGANIZATION 
(Continued from Page 13) 
I 
tion connected with the industry that does not keenly 
feel the necessity of an organization that can efficiently 
deal with these matters that are incidental to the busi-
ness. Each and every factor named, and others, are 
important. In the aggregate they represent the differ-
ence between unprofitably plugging along through 
chaos and over baffling obstacles, and smooth sailing on 
the good ship Progress down the lanes of Prosperity. 
To head such an association is required a man of ex-
ceptional efficiency; a man of wide experience familiar 
with all phases of the busines;.; and commanding, the 
respect and confidence of all. There should be no diffi-
culty in finding and pressing into service such a man 
so that no time would be lost in experimenting, but 
that it might function efficiently from the start. 
VVith a fisheries association in operation putting over 
such conceptions as Fish VVeek would be merely twirl-
ing the crank a few times and there you are buzzing 
along toward better things with trained ability at the 
wheel while you devote your time to the main object. 
The progressive man, no matter in what department 
of the industry he may be engaged, 'viii give the sub-
ject thought. 
A quintel of fish brings a barrel of flour in New 
Founclland, so the Blue Nose fiishermen are quite satis-
fied if not wholly content. 
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FOREIGN FISHERY TRADE 
U. s: Chamber of Cammerce Report 
Exports- During October, 1928, 20,-
765,599 pounds of domestic fishery prod-
ucts, valued_ <:-t $2,524,035, were expor~ed 
from the Umted States, compared \Ylth 
14 083,153 pounds, valued at $1,785,642, 
fo~ the same month a year previous. This 
is an increase o! 47 per cent in amount 
ar:d 71 per cent 1~1 v.alue. These exports 
con~Jsted of 5,85,:,,946 pounds of canned 
·ahnon, valued at ~1,035,483; 10,051,638 ~ounds of canned sardines, valued at 
$7855,455; 1,665,541 pounds of other 
canned fish and shellfish, valued. at $235,-
562; and 3,192,474 pounds of lresh a!ul 
cured fish and other fish products, m-
cluding shellfish. valued at $467,535. 
The United Kingdom alone received 
63 per cent of the canned salmon, while 
the Netherland East Indies, British Ma-
laYa, and all European countries recciYed 
76 per cent of the canned sardines. 
Imports - Imports during October, 
1928, amounted to 47,695,127 pounds, val-
ued at $4,450,958, as compared with 41,-
523,076 pounds, valued at $3,912,175, for 
the same month a year <igo. This repre-
sents an increase of 15 per cent in amount 
and 16 per cent in value. These imports 
con.-:isted of 19,434,161 pounrls of fresh 
and frozen fish, valued at $2,573,665; and 
$2,534,076 pounds of fresh and canned 
shellfish, valued at $840,103. 
The imports during October, 1928, com-
pared with those for the same month a 
year ago show that fresh and frozen fish 
increased 21 per cent in amount and 9 
per cent in value; cured and canned fish 
increased 9 per cent in amount and 13 
per cent in value and fresh and canned 
shellfish increased 37 per cent in amount 
and 43 per cent in value. -
Imports of fresh and frozen fish con-
sisted mainly of herring, freshwater fish 
and eels, and tuna. Imports of cured 
and canned fish consisted principally of 
cod, sardines, mackerel and herring, while 
imports of shellfish were principally 
crah meat, shrimp and lobsters. 
LANDINGS OF FISH AT NORTH 
PACIFIC PORTS 
During Novemiber, 1928, according to 
a report of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, 
946,200 pounds of fish, valued at $115,919, 
were landed my American fishing vessels 
Jt Seattle, \\Tashington, compan•d with 
!,978,100 pounds, valued at $227,804, for 
the same month a year ago. This is a 
riecrease of 52 per cent in arncor.nt and 49 
i)lr cent in value. Collecliwr vessels 
landed 1,100,000 pounds oi f:sh, valued at 
$67,120, as compared with 1,090,800 
Henry Dowden 
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pounds valued at $66,720, for the same 
month 'a year ago. This is an increase 
of 1 per cent in amounl and 1 pi:!r cent 
i~· value. 
1-h.libut landings at North P:1eific 
par\~. during November, 1928, amuunt_ed 
··o .3,220,578 pounds, as cmnpu1 d \V!th 
•1,197,250 pounds for the same e~ontb a 
vcar ago, registering a dccrea.->c ot 23 per 
(_e:nl. Of the total, 2,872,969 pu'.lncls, or 
f:l0 per cent, were landed by Am::i""i.:;:n 
>·c~.sels, and 347,0(;9 pound:;, nr i · rer 
cent, bv Canadian H.ssels. 
~<·rdings of halibut at Pri1;cc J, ·.pert, 
P!ilish Columbia, account!.!d ior J 8;'9 304 
puunds, or 58 per cent of the to:al land-
i-;lgS; Seattle, 673,500 pound:>, c: 21 per 
cutt; and ports in Alaska, 645,Si4 pcu~ds, 
or 20 per cent. 'The landitl6·.:; "t \'an-
couver, British Colua1bia, amot !.led to 
lcs,: than 1 per ceHt. 
MONTEREY LANDINGS 
The fresh fish landings at lvfonterey 
for last two 1veeks of January total 196,-
988 pounds. Rockfish comes first with 
i8,768 pounds; bocaccio next with 35,319 
pounds; and rock cod third with 29,340 
pou11ds. 1v!ixccl fish, mostly sharks, toto! 
34.658; mackerel, 26,478; cultus cod, 10,-
563; sole, 10,888; squid, 17,760; chilipep-
per, 14,125. The quid fishing- is picking_: 
up. Markel conditions poor. Total ot 
sardines over 16,000,000. The crab mar-
ket is weak at $1.19 a dozen. 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
E. ]. Whitman 
There has been a yery good supply of 
most everything in the shellfish line up 
here exce1lt Olympia oysters which have 
been scarce since the middle of Decem-
ber. 
The price of Olympias on the heeL~ 
raised from $13.75 to $15.00 per sack of 
120 pounds. Also the opened stock raised 
from $6.50 to $7.00 per gallon. The de-
mand has far exceeded the output. 
\Ve have had a very steady supply of 
crabs from the ocean as well as local 
Sound crabs. The quality has been 
splendid. · Local Scallops also have been 
very plentiful. These come in every day 
in the shell and arc opened on our own 
premises. 
Clams have been very plentiful and we 
have had no trouble in taking care of the 
demand. Our shrimp meat is shipped 
from Petersburg, Alaska, and the supply 
has been sufficient to take care of the 
trade. 
The freezing weather the 11ast week 
has stopped the clams from com:ng in as 
it is impossible to ship clams that have 
been subjected to freezing-. They die as 
soon as frozen and open up at once. 
'The weather has moderated and we 
will be able to start shipments again. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
WORLD'S LEADING SARDINE 
PORT 
(Continued from Page 8) 
fish dealer but are now dealinl:j direr.lly 
·with producers. 
In many cities, where the business has 
not developed generally, individual fish 
fry shops arc reported to be doing a 
good business. 1lany of them started at 
"hot dog" stands on principal highways 
and the fried fish business, which was in-
troduced as a side .line, has superseded 
the original. One such stand, located on 
the outskirts of a city in New York state 
is reported to util:zc daily during the 
summer season approximately 400 pounds 
of fillet of haddock. 
Fillets of fish are especially adaptable 
for serving in hot-fish shops. Inasmuch 
as fillets arc entirely edible, proprietors 
of hot-fish shops can determine readily 
the number of portions available in a 
pound, and being practically boneless, the 
fillets arc suitable for serving with bread 
as a hot-fish sand·wich. In this style, 
iried fish makes a tastv dish and should 
find a ready sale at cluick lunch coun-
ters. 
Another method of frying llllcts is to 
cut the flesh into pieces about one inch 
square and one-fourth of an inch thick. 
After seasoning, these pieces arc dipped 
in batter and deep fried. They are served 
with potato chips. 
The future of the fried fish shops in 
this country depends largely on the qual-
itv of the fish utilized and the service 
offered to patrons. Possibly no other 
channel of distribution offers greater pos-
sibilities for increasing the sale of fish 
in the United States than the "fish and 
ch:ns" stands. 
"Us Oregon Kids Like Sea Food!" 
The photo appearing on the front cov-
er of this number is of ''Billy" and An-
drew Klein, sons of 1-Ir. and Mrs. H. \V. 
Klein, of the Nehalem Bay Fish Co., 
\Vheeler, Oregon. They are fine spec-
imens of the rising gener.ation of the 
coast country, and reflect the healthful-
ness of sea food and Nahalem Bay breezes. 
"FISH AND CHIPS" SHOPS 
(Continued from P.age 8) 
1928, as compared ·with 1927, was more 
than 4,000,000 pounds. That amount in 
itself accounts for the difference in the 
lwo fresh fish catches. 
Following are charts of the 1928 
catches. The figures were furnished by 
S. H. Dado of the commercial fisheries 
bureau of the state division of fish and 
game. Values in dollars. and cents >vcre 
estimated by Vl. H. Faringy and Jesse 
A. Zanetta of the 1v!ontcrey branch oi 
the A. Palad;ni Company and by Frank· 
Garrigan of the Del "Monte Fishing and 
Packing Company. 
Alex Pdadini, Presidl'nt Bryce Florence, Secretary 
Joseph Chiccia, Treasurer Bryce Florence G. Alioto, Vice President 
Northern California Fisheries Company HENRY DOWDEN CO. OPERATING UNITS 
Brokers 
MARINE PRODUCTS 
Telephone 
598 Clay Street 
DA venport 6820 
San Francicso, Calif. 
PITTSBURG FISHERY MONTEREY FfSHERY 
Pittsburg. Cal'f. Monterey, Calif. 
FORT BRAGG F'SHERY SHELTER COVE 
F,-.rt Bral!g. CaFf. Shelter Cove, Ca.Jif. 
HUMBOLDT FISHERY POINT REYES F.TSHERY 
Eurdm, Calif, Point Reyes, Calif, 
Home Office Telephone Davenport 5860 
550 Montgomery Street San Francisco, Calif. 
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VAN CAMP 
ORGANIZATIONS 
San Pedro San Diego 
Los Angeles 
Wholesalers 
FISH and SEA FOODS 
San Pedro 
"o!J-IJ"o 
-HOME OFFICE-
Cable Address, "Mutual" 
Bentley's Complete Phrase 
California 
Mutual 
Fish Company 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Wholesale Fresh Fish Dealers 
Import-Export-All kinds of marine products 
Packers of 
"Pampco" .Brand Tempra Fish Cake 
"o!J-IJ"o 
George T. Ota, Manager 
Telegr8ph "Mutual" for your fish requirements 
Vincent Di Meglio 
Annie Di Meglio 
Jade Cuomo 
Est. 1897 
Ocean Fish Company 
DISTRIBUTORS 
All Kinds Fresh, Salted, Smoked and 
Fish Specialties 
Standing Order Given Special Attention 
WIRE FOR OUR 
QUOTATIONS 
TELEPHONES 
Market Phone 229 
Residence Phone 1596 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Calif. 
We Handle Nothing But the Best 
At Lowest Prices. Good, Fresh Fish Products of ull kinds, ul; all 
times. Send us your standing order 
"If It Swims, We Have It" 
PACIFIC COAST FISH CO. 
and NAKAHARA COMPANY 
Ship Chandlery and Supplies 
Phones: 907 and 908 P. 0. Box 267 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Y. KAMIY A. Mgr. E,t. 1910 
CENTRAL FISH COMPANY 
Shippers of all kinds of Southern California Fresh Fish. 
Depend on us to supply your wants regardless of the quantity 
MAINTAINING JAPANESE SHIPPING DEPARTMENT 
"Standing Orders" 
Tel. 834. Care Munic:pal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Establshed 1897 
We ship standing 
orders all over Texas, ' 
California, Arizona 
Nevada, New Mexico, 
Etc. 
NOTE: We are large 
buyrs of all kinds of 
Frsh Fish and SpeC~ 
ia1ties~ Please quote 
us on volume. 
Producers, Packers and Shippers of All Kinds of 
FRESH, SAL TED and SMOKED FISH 
LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, CRABS 
Standard Fisheries Company 
Phone San Pedro 5, Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro. 
february 12, 1929 THE 
SAN PEDRO MARKET REPORT 
By George T. Ota 
For the first part of January, San Pe-
dro market felt a scarcity of fish both 
local and 11'1cxican, except sea bass 
brought by trucks from Calexico and 
Yuma. In the latter part of the month 
the boats Sunrise, Peter Pan, America, 
Silver VVavc, Cleveland, Progress and 
11'[a;.plet came back from Mexican waters 
with a few tons each of barracuda and 
~upplicd local demand. Boat Detroit 
~mne in January 31 with barracuda caught 
in local waters. Also boat Valencia had 
twenty-five tons of barracuda caught with 
their sardine net and came in February 4 
and the price dropped down to the aver-
age price of ten cents per pound. 
Lobster catch are very small this sea-
son and all other fish, except American 
mackerel, are coming in only in small 
amounts. 
'\'e received in San Pedro market the 
iollowin)Z amount of fish during Decem-
ber, 1928 (report by State Fish Ex-
change): 
Barracuda .................. 257,510 lbs. 
Bonito . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,769 lbs. 
Halibut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,077 lbs. 
Jew Fish .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . 2,626 lbs. 
King Fish .................. 33,162 lbs. 
Lobster .................... 31,873 lbs. 
American Mackerel ......... 216 299 lbs. 
Spanish Mackerel .......... 47,416 lbs. 
Perch ........ ~............. 2.636 lbs. 
Rock Bass ................. 12,291 lbs. 
Rock Cod .................. 113,935 lbs. 
Sardine .................... 25,495 lbs. 
Sculpin . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. 2.788 lbs. 
Sea Bass ................... 15,827 lbs. 
Grunnion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 807 lbs. 
Blue Bass .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 507 lbs. 
These comprise total valuation of about 
$100,000.00. ------
AT HYMEN'S SHRINE 
1vir. Frank L. Johnson, manager and 
vice-president of the Gilbert C. Van 
Camp Insurance Agency of San Pedro, 
was united in marriage to 1-..fiss Frances 
Jamison at the home oi the bride's par-
ents in Los Angeles on the evening of 
the 5th instant. After the ceremony Mr. 
and Mrs. Johnson left for Mexia City 
to spend their honeymoon in the roman-
tic atmosphere of the Mexican capital 
and plan to remain for some little time. 
The groom is -..veil kno-.,vn by all in the 
fishing industry in San Pedro and is held 
in high regard, and the bride comes from 
one of the best known families in Los 
Angeles. Everybody on San Pedro's ?l'[u-
nicipal Wharf joins in wishing Mr. and 
1\frs. Johnson a happy and prosperous 
journey over the Highway of Life and 
through the Gates of Honor and Success. 
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GERMANY HOLDS NATIONAL 
FISH WEEK 
The German people have never been 
noted as fish consumers, the national ap-
petite running more to wiener wurst and 
divers and sundry other wursts together 
with sauerkraut, hausenpfeffer, pumper-
nickle and kindred delicacies. Sea foods 
have been more conspicuous by their 
absence than their presence on the Ger-
man bill of iare, notwithstanding the f.a"Ct 
that fish arc plentiful in German waters. 
Statistics show that the gtnnual onsump-
tion of fish in Germany is 17 pounds per 
person, whereas in England the consump-
tion is 51 pounds. 
A change, however, is coming over the 
German menu. A National Fish Week 
was held last fall to educate the people 
in fish consumption and it \Vas reported 
a big success. One very good reason was 
that it was impressed upon the public 
that the annual bill of food stuffs imported 
would be materially cut clown by the usc 
of fish which could be caught at home. 
Fish markets are being opened throughout 
the country. This is a striking example 
of the results attending efforts to increase 
the consumption of sea food. 
GATHERING DATA FOR BUREAU 
Mr. C. D. Tendick, statistical agent of 
the United States Bureau of Fisheries 
on the Pacific Coast, is in San Pedro 
getting canners' reports on the pack of 
sardines, tuna and production of by-prod-
ucts. This information is collected all 
over the United States for the govern-
ment's annual statistical publication. 
Mr. Tendick p.aid his respects to the 
California Fisheries office. He expressed 
particular interest in the Mexican fisher-
ies situation, the innovation of packing 
mackerel, and development of the pack-
age fish trade. 
-----
FISHING VESSEL BURNS 
The California Fisheries representative 
at 1vronterey reports the destruction of 
the Lamparo boat, "VVestern," Y. Man-
ake, o-.,vner, through running ashore in 
the fog the morning of January 14. The 
vessel caught fire and blew up making 
the Joss total. R. Y okayama was pain-
fully but not seriously injured. No insur-
ance. Loss $5000. 
-----
The "Umbcrto Nobile" is the latest ad-
dition to 1-Ionterey's fishing fleet, and is 
o-.,vned by Tony Balasteri. It is Deisel 
powered and takes rank with the finest 
of the fishing craft operating out of the 
port, coasting about $11,000. 
YOUNG'S MARKET CO., INC. 
(Continued from Page 10) 
founders, and it is needless to state that 
each employee is a part of the organiza-
tion that functions in team work under 
the corporation name. In the matter of 
fisheries association Mr. Lenk states that 
they would not be interested in anything 
except a concrete policy that is "fool-
proof." Their· experience \Vith various vi-
carious associations have led to undesira-
ble results. Mr. Lenk believes that an 
association of all of the fish dealers in 
California strictly for the advancement of 
common interests would no doubt be a 
good thing for the trade. 
1vir. Lenk expressed the opinion that 
the Northern shippers are to blame for 
a deal of agitation in Southern California, 
due to the fact that they ship to Southern 
California at random against the advice of 
their representatives, which has a ten-
dency to demoralize the conditions. If 
the Northern shippers would stop to in-
vestigate who are responsible dealers and 
responsible brokers by co-operation with 
their brokerage representative, and by in-
augurating an iron-clad policy as to re-
liability of their customers in the South, 
whether they are large or small, it would 
eliminate much of the unnecessary evil 
and discontent that is current from time 
to time. He would advise fish shippers. 
to select a brokerage connection as care-
fully as they can and the broker should 
be of the same status as any other mem-
ber of their firm. After selecting the 
broker, co-operate with him at all times, 
because he is on the ground floor and 
should know when to make shipments 
direct. If the broker is taken more into 
consideration and the haphazard methods 
that have been employed in the past dis-
regarded, the markets in Southern Cali-
fornia would not be so badly upset. 
All of this has had a tendency to bring 
about a demoralization of the whole busi-
ness by the cutting of prices. If the plan 
as outlined above is followed Southern 
California would not be used as a "dump-
ing ground," and better prices would be 
obtained for legitimate shipments. 
In closing the interview with Mr. Lenk 
he stated that "marking time" is the com:-
pany's policy for the present and he fur-
ther expressed the view that unless things 
ar handled very diplomatically a decided 
change is likely to take place in the near 
future. The fish business is a large one 
and is wide open for outside ~ompetition. 
Mr. Lenk is a man of keen vision and 
his views are received with the utmost 
consideration by the leading men in the 
industry. 
SAN PEDRO SHIPPERS- Continued 
!~==================~ 
Independent Fish Co. 
A. MINEGHINO, Mgr. 
"When Others Fail Try Us" 
Specializing Standing Orders 
Phone 475 Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro 
STAR FISHERIES 
Whclesale Distributors of All Kinds of Southern Calif. Sea Foods 
If you crave-Service place your requirements with us 
Tolopllnno Mnln Oln5 Tclcnhono 2~25 
P. 0. Box 305, Snn Dleoo, Cnlif. Mllnlolpnl Fish Whnrf, Snn Pedro, Cnl. 
PIONEER FISHERIES 
Wholesalers o£ all kinds of Fresh Fish, Perch, Kingfish, 
Mackerel, Lobsters, Etc. 
STANDING ORIIER SPECIALISTS 
Smelts, 
Telephone 10, Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
SAN PEDRO FISH co. 
Wholesale Dealers and Standing Order Shippe1·s 
CaHfornia Seafoods 
of all 
PROMPT and REL1ABLE-"OU!CK SERVICE" 
Telephone 1474, Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Established 1911 Telephones: 333 and 334 
ZANKICH BROS. FISH co. 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS WITH A REPUTATION 
Municipal Fish Wharf San Pedro, California 
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LOS ANGELES SHIPPERS 
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M. H. ISENBERG 
FORMERLY ZAISER PRODUCE CO. 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH WATER FISH 
We are the oldest firm in Los Angeles handling the 
FRESH WATER FISH TRADE 
Telephone WEstmore 3263 1812 South Central Ave. 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
EST. 1896 ~r ·~ A. K. KOULOURIS .J!!J!:!{j 
Oldest sea food brokerags firm in 
Southern California 
Sole distributors Nordic Fillet 
HandHng all classes of fish and 
specialties 
TELEPHONE VAN DYKE 3067 
606 E. 4th St. Los Angeles, Calif. 
WREDEN 
. a nnmo: l!nkecl up with over thirty years of Los Angeles 
FISH, POULTRY and MEAT HISTORY. 
. a name that stands QUALJTY-HIGH with a majority of 
leading hotels ond restounmts of Southern Calfornlo . 
. a nome upon which hundreds of equally discriminating 
smaller hotels and restourants depend doily for meats that 
NEVER vnry in quality-ddivered by a 40-trudc Fast· 
Service that NEVER slips up. 
. a name surrounded by a great organization which under-
stands EVERY requirement of the vast hotel and restau-
rant trade it faithfully uen;es. 
Main Plant and Offices 
Wreden Packing & ProviSion Company 
129 South Main Street, Los Angeles Phone MUtual 4351 
MARINE FISH COMPANY 
We are Large Buyers of All Kinds of Seafoods. Quote us Volume. 
We opernle 13 Stock Trucks covering all of los Ange!es County. 
Tdephone TRinity 5371. 1214 Produce St., Los Angeles, Calif. 
CENTRAL FISH AND OYSTER CO. 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTICE:-We buy all ltinds of Fish, espe-
cially Carp, Black Cod, Mull;!t, White Fish, Rodt Cod, Hal:but 
Salmon and Specialties. 
Tel. VAndilm 3740. 1012-14 SG: Central Ave., Los Angdes, Calif. 
M. N. Blumenthal 
WHOLESALE FISH BROKER 
Producers Selling Agent 
Fresh and Frozen Fish, F rag Legs, Shrimps, 
Crabs, Scallops, Red Cross Brand Oysters, 
Fillets 
Quote Your Offerings 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
405 STANFO.RD AVENUE 
I 
I 
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Young's Market Company 
Wholesale Fish Division 
Los Angeles 
Attention, Producers: Quote us fresh !ish and 
specialties 
410 Towne Ave. Phnne Metropolitan 6366 
Harbor Fish Company 
Fresh, Salted, Smol[ed and Canned Sea Foods 
All Varieties of Shell Fish, Game and Oysters 
Wholesale and Commission Merchants 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE:-Quote us on all kinds 
Fresh Fish and Specialties 
631-633 Central Ave., Los Angeles, California 
Phones TR 6259, TR 6250 
Los Angeles Fish and 
Oyster Company 
Producers and Distributors 
of 
Super-Quality Sea Foods 
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, Smoked Fish 
Specializing 
Enchanted Island Fillets 
Also 
Specialties in Season 
Home Office: 739 Kohler Street 
Telephone VAndike 2084 
Los Angeles, California 
Producing Branch-San Pedro-Telephone 520 
GEORGE F. NAYLOR 
Sea Food Broker 
All Kinds Fresh, Frozen, Salt 
and Cured Fish 
Telephone Mutual 7908 
847 Traction Ave. Los Angeles, Calif .. 
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